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Volume CXII, Issue 6
California
Cajun orchestra livens up Wooster
Forum with demo and dance?, :
JAMES KOLLER
The Wooster Fomm tookadiffer-e-at
twistonThursdaywhen the CaB-fom- ia
Cajcn Orchestra performed a
df-BWf-
f rm vS later a dance.
The demonstration was held in
Wishartand the dance in theLowry
Ballroom. Tracy Schwartz joined
SnsieThompeon. Danny Pollard and
Erie Thompson in a showcase of
New Orleans Cajun music. The
music has a taste of country banjo
without the banjo and old Canadian
sounds, reflecting the French influ-
ence. The group itself is even well-travel-ed,
having toured Europe the
past six years. They plan a seventh
trip later this year. --i.r:.ri The origin of Cajun music is in
the small towns of southwestern
Louisiana, as entertainment, was
manufactured by the locals. A
Schwartz said. "A community en-
tertains itself." One way of doing:
fcia W5 wth hoes pstfaa. These--
ecf would M Cs stfdrJccd
musicians to play before en jdi:rBackdoor was" the story behind
ence, --J The other-peopl- e at these ;r' viv - v" -
carry concerts would not sit down. : please see ORCHESTRA, page 4
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Clamor and cheers at the Hoiuecommg game last Saturday; tee Feature section, page S, for story
Feature page 6
COMING
HOME TO
SCHOOL
AMERICA'S OLDEST WEEKLY COLLEGE
Dreamin
butratherwould dance to the music
Some of the dances that evolved
were the Hathaway Two-Ste- p and
PaulJonesnnedancing.Thcge terms
are synonymous with country mu-
sic, but the dances have their own
Cajunflavor, , ; .
At the demonstration the instru-
ment that aroused the most interest
was the accordionwhich is not usu-
ally heard in modern mainstream
American music. Accordions used
in Cajun music vary from the usual
polka accordions in that round but
tons are substituted for piano-lik- e "I
keys. The. accordion used by
Schwartz costs anywhere from
$1000-120-0 and can only be pur-
chased in the United States in the
state of Louisiana. Canada. Ger-
many and France are also popular
building sites for Cajun style accor--
AtypkalsongplayedbymeCajun
Qrcbestre was backdoor", re-ches- ted
by Acr--3 President Hales.'
'-What vwa interesting: about
G
A & E pageS
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lectures
sponsored by the ley Academy of
Religion took place on Wednesday
Edward W. pierce at Wednesday's
with r Edward-WjrPierc- e giving a
lecture titled "A Profile of Conflict
in Christ" rVganiriitWig Apprtv
priate Biblical Responses V Pierce,
Sports
.
WORLD- -
REKNOWNED .
NEWSPAPER
is the regional director of the Chris-
tian Conflict Management Institute
now makes his
OICE
Conflicts in Christianity
EdwardW. Pierce marks continuation ofLay Academy
AARON VETTH
: Tee second ofa series of
TROMBONIST:
TOPLAYAT'
WOOSTER
living solv-
ing conflicts in churches. Christian .
pboto by MAKCARETCDlB
lecture
schools and otherChristian organi-
zations. The speech he delivered
about conflict drew examples from
the Bible to emphasize the mam
Greek GPAs andad Hoc
Committees Addressed by SGA
AARON RUPERT
Jr
Greek life and ad hoc committees
were the main points in this weeks
SGAGeneral Assembly meeting on
Wednesday at 7 o'clock m Lowry
120. Greek GPA requirements for
rushing were the topic of a resolu-
tion by Senator James Hervey, and
SGA formed ad hoc committees to
focus on specific issues concerning
student concerns. Also, Vice Presi-
dent of Student Affairs Cameron
Flint informed SGA on a security
matter dealt with by his committee.
The point of concern at issue is
the GPA requirement for pledging.
A student cannot be on academic
probation ifheshe is pledging. This
policy was instituted two yean ago,
with a number of other changes ba-
sically cosmetic in nature.
page 12
WE WIN AGAIN!
' AT HOMECOMING
V NO LESS
Friday, October 6, 1995
points, but all of his points could be
true in organizations outside of a
religious context. His speech dealt
with the five levels of conflict, the
strategies for conflict management,
and bow to avoid conflict!.
ThefimkrvdofconflkXdiscussed
had was when people had a natural
difference of opinion. In this first
- stage, aoccvdingmPierce, individu-
als may have conflicting goals, val-
ues and needs but are able to focus
on the problem, share information,
and use rational problem solving
methods tosolve the problem. In the
second stage, polarization begins
when uneasiness develops, diver-
sity starts to be viewed as a weak-
ness instead of a strength, parties
consult with others evaluate strat-
egies for the next meeting, and par-
ties no knger freely interacL In the
third level, competition begins with
people being associated with the
problem, small groups forming, and
the organized structure becomes a
weapon.
The fourth and fifth stages are the
hardesttorepair.In the fourth stage,
the conflict goes system wide and
please see RELIGION, page 2
The resolution has two effects. It
"petitions Campus Council to re-
consider das discriminatory prac-
tice." The resolution also advises
the representatives ofSGA to Cam-
pus Council (President Emily
Durham and Vice President for Stu-
dent Affaire QaneronFIirt)lo',vote
against the continuation of such re-
quirements."
Senator Hervey brought forth the
resolution two weeks ago. Due to
the fact the Freshmen in the Senate
knew little about Greek life in gen-
eral, the resolution was referred to
. the Educational Policy committee.
The committee reportwas slated for
this week's meeting. Sieve Penrod,
Vice President for Academic Af-
fairs, announced at the meeting that
please see SGA, page 2
Viewpoints
HELL INISTIC &
DAMNATION: THE
GREEK SPREAD
page 4
Page 2
News. Briefs
INTERNATIONAL
Rntt Prime Minster Viktor S. Chernomyrdin has aonouDced mat be will
not be naming for the presidency
leadership of Russia into doubt in a
Republic Chernomyrdin was thought to be the leader who would most
Ekery keep Russia pointed toward reform, and iiow the padi of the country
is being qnrsxionrd. The Communist party won 22 of the 24 seats in the
Voiognd regional legislature, and many believe the Communists win do
better than most parties. The amoracement is expected to create deep
political shocks ia the campaign for a new parliament ia December.
Qfcmawa: Governor Masahide Ota is leading s movement to shrink or
op 20 ofOkinawa's land. The animosity was sparked when this month a
12 year-ol- d Okinawan schoolgirl was abducted and raped, and three
Asgericansenricgmea were charged with the
week that he would refuse to renew some leases for land that now are used
by the US military.
lagg The cah leader charged with attack on Tokyo's subway system has
confe-r- u to the murder and other killings, according to reports. Shoko
Asahara has bita charged with the attack thatleft 12 dead and 5.500 ill. Mr.
Asahara had denied taking part a the crime.
Parts; French troops bare invaded the Comoros Islands to "re-establi-sh"
order ia the former Preach colony. The troops ended a su-da-y coop m the
country. The coup was ndertaken by Bob Deaard. a French mercenary.'
Denard stated that be staged to coop because be had a "deU of honor." -
Ejfc The citizens ofFyl are ia an uproar abciota plan to adopt 23 jOOO Hong
Kong Chinese before the colony is taken over by Chinam 1997. 76of the
pppnlarion, in a popular pofl. were against the move.
NATIONAL -
tfcwjfcxfc PopeJohn rDwMmNew York taiay.p
to acack materialisa and strecgthea peace m the post-cold-w- ar era. The
Pope met wiih Catholic leaders, led vespers in a cathedral in a fan-do-wn
neighborhood, and retired at the Vatk nriss
Pope was greeted byPresidentand Mrs. Clinton .The Pope will speak at the
United Nations.
3s22gXn; Two women say that a firearms test that measures trigger-pulin- g
sttengih has bees ased to disuiiuinate women in the FBI
Paining program. A person east pull the trigger of a gun 29 times in 30
seconds, the FBI states that k is examining the problem.
LiaAsgSlSS Orenthal J. Simpson was
on Tuesday.
News briefs
Religion
from page 1
feelings are viewed as facts, parties
believe the opposition will not
change, hart feelings or wounded
pride causes people lb leave the
group, and the subgroup power is
viewed as more important than the
parent organization. Finally, at the
fifth level, legal action is often re-
sorted so, people seek to discredit is
and destroy others, and violence can
erupt.
Tte strategies, according to Pierce
for conflict management are varied.
Collaboration is when both parties
work together to solve a problem.
At low levels ofconflict, collabora-
tion is a good choice because people
can work together to solve theirprob-lem- s. a
Persuasion is a technique when a
an individual tries to change
another's ideas, values or opinions.
Persuasion is a technique that can
work if the person trying to change
of Rossis. This throws the future
very unstable time for (he Russian
acqoited on doubtenavdox charges
compiled by AARON RUPEST
ideas or, opinions of another is re-
spected by that indrviduaL Acconv
rnodatioa is a technique whea yon
try to appease both sides ofan argu-
ment, and it is not recommended
because k often does not resolve the
problem at aO. Avoidance is another
technique that never works unless
the problem and its effects are short
term. Divorce is a split between the
organization thatoccurs if the prob-
lem is too hard to fix. Finally, there
negotiation which can work at
high levels with a third party medi-
ating.
Pierce also gives advice to orga-
nizations to prevent conflict prob-
lems from occurring. First, educate
the leadership and constituency of
your group on conflict resolution.
Build group constitution or by-la- ws
way ofmediation. Selectand train
panel of mediators. Finally, for-
malize sanctions thatwill be put into
place if people do not cooperate
with mediation.
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Alcohol Awareness Week Begins
Kicking Off Substance Abuse
Awareness Week With a Sobering
Look M AlcoholAbuse
HILARY TEYNOR
Brian Smith and Bill Ross of
Screaming With Pleasure Produc-tio- ns
presented "LastCalt A Sober-
ing Look at Alcohol Abuse ia
McGaw Chapel Sunday night Co-sponso- red
by Wayne County Alco-
holism ServicTbe Office ofBbck
Student Affairs, and Citizens for a
Drag-Fre- e Youth, it was the first
event in a week full of activities
designed to heighten awareness of
pus. Using vaudeviUian slapstick
niixed with, true testimonials, the
energetic pair conveyed. the mes-
sage that alcohol nse can lead to
dangerous situations and must al-
ways be used responsibly.
The first skit featured two charac
ter invorved m the "tastes great
less fiffing" argarneoLTlnooeh the "
dialogue they subtly- - ridiculed the.'
advertising campaigns for CM beer .'
while calling the audience's attend
tioa the visibility of the slogans.
At the end of the comedic portion of
the skit, Smuh talked about how
ubiquitous beer advert iagjurjiii are
and DOW VA if1 wtflyr fWHV)niT m- -
slogaalikeTYcareyaorgw4i(togS
"why" was thenst important ques-
tion to ask aboat anything in addi-
tion to being the way to the greatest
responsibility and self-respe-ct. Af-
ter this mtrj1irfc the pairbroke into
aiMjthrr cornrific juggling routine.
. Bin Rosa then began to talk very ..
serkmsraboaUuaowaalcobobsra.- - j
He described his home and school ' I
troubles 'ia adok scenee and bow
SGA Holds General Meeting
he and his committee were ia full
supportofthe resolution. Thereport
was then timed over to. Senator
Hervey, who explained the history.
ofthepolicy.Herveybamemberof
a Greek organization. Hervey be-
lieved that the policy was "an af-
front" to students' ability to make,
judgments. - - . .
"We, as students," said Hervey.
"need to take a stand against these
'(tisfTirnmatory poCcies."
.
The reasons why Campus Coun-
cil first instituted this policy was not
explained to the fuU Senate, norwas
anyone there to speak on behalf of
.the policy. Pernod believed that the
committees job was tofacil hate dis-cussi- on,
by doing the major work in
a small group.
President Durham also saw the
committee's work in the same way.
"Stev,jreporU"saidDurhajn,WM
the decision of the Educational
Policy committee, and their state-
ments reflect their debate." When
asked about the lack of alternative
drinking and taking drugs made life
easier for him and seemed to give
him direction. He said, Tt seemed
like we were sitting on lop of the
world, but it was really passing us
by." Ross then told of his troubles
with the police and his dropping out
of high schooL After awhile be
picked up the pieces, graduated, and
went tocollege.There be found that
he couldn't handle responsibility,
be dropped but. and drifted in and
out of a dozen jobs; he said that
drinking had become the focus of
his life until one night when he was
arrested fordrank driving. Ross then
started attending Alcoholics Anony-'mou- s,
and he proudly stated mat he
has been alcohol-fre- e for tea years.
While juggling a bowling ball, a '
knife, and a flaming torch, he as-
serted, "Now I can handle the most
iffifTiif of situations."
Smith launched into his own per-
sonal story later on in the program.'
tVC
Participants at Alcobot A
points of view presented at the
- Wfilrm filyy T"f' "g,T U''T1 14 Jthat m the comniitteeroosting."they
brought up as many possible expla-- v
nations andreasons for the poBcy as
, possible.". - -
The resolution passed by avoteof
twenty for, two against, and two
- abstenoons.
The second item of import on the
. agenda was the creation of ad hoc
: committees. Ad hoes are temporary ,
- committees that focus'on student
- concerns and tfutt arenotxeprestji ted
by. the current standing committees.
FTint.to describing the large num-
ber of ad hoc committees last year
said they were, "spread to thin and
got nothing done." Flint believes
that SGAshouM"focustightly" and
only create about five or six ad hoes
at a time.
Senators then suggested whatkind
of ad hoc committees seemed im-
portant to them. The final list of
committees was: Laundry, Tele-
phones, Food Service, Parking,
Bookstore, LD. ProblemsDebt
Cards, and Handicapped and im--
Itcoucernedaniglitof(Mnlangwith
a friend in which Smith was left
drunk and alone on the street. Hat-
ing the feeling of being alone, he
walked home in a drunken stupor,
puncned through a window of a h-q- uor
store, andstoleabottleofWQd
Turkey. The police followed a trail
of dripping blood back to bis bouse
and arrested him. He said that be
was so drunk that be didn't even
realize how badly his hand was cut
or bow profusely be was bleeding.
As an ironic twist to his story he
added, "The owner of the liquor
store decided not to press charges
because I was suchagoodcustoiner."
The final skit involved a' case of
drunken acquaintance rape, and af-
terwards they offered a pair of sta-
tistics : 80 of men who commit
acquaintance rape are under 'the in-
fluence, and 50 of the victims are
, please see ALCOHOL page 4
Week i -- .:.:-.. : -
pairedacxessibility.Next week, each
ad hoc will be giving reports detail-
ing what exactly they want to do.
Flint also had a report from bis
security cornminee.lt seems anitnw
licensed solicitor of magazine sub-
scriptions was on campus, harass-
ing students. The salesman stated
that one couldget one's money back
m three working days after the sub-
scription was purchased, but the re-
ceipts were postdated, thus duping
stndents. '..'.Securitywas caHed.butthe sales-
man could not be caught Unidenti-
fied stndents took the receipts to
SO A, who then forwarded mem to
Dean Plusquellec. Plusquellec then
sentaletter to the company the sales-
man was ftoin, threatening to arrest
anyone from theircompany for tres-
passing if they attempted to sell
magazines subscriptions here again.
The letter was forwarded to the
Wooster Police Department, the
Wooster Chamber of Commerce,
and the Consumer Protection
Agency in Washington.
October 6, 1995
Liberation
KATY GELDRICH .
DIVYA THADANI
Catholic Stndeot Association, in
partnership with Koinonia and Sis-
ters in Spirit, hosted tbe second part
ogy. Maoreen Mastenoo, a minis-
ter of the Newman Catholic Cam-
pus Ministry, organized the lecture
in which associate pastor of Sl
Msfy'gCathoIkCbmmanityFadter
Kevin Conroy spoke about his ex-
periences as a missionary in El Sal-Tad- or
where he spent 5 years work-.in- g
oa several developmental
projects.
ft.Kevin opened with a pray or of
St.FrancisofAssist that beginswith
"Lord, make me an instrument of
yourpeace."The prayer was espe-
cially relevant because it was St.
Francis feast day, and it opened op
the presentation with a major focus
of liberation theology: helping the
poor and oppressed in the world.
Another pan of die prayer said.
"Where there is hatred grown, kt.wiih terror as be Dniachine gun
...
be held up a chunk of rock which
was chipped from aclifTataMariaa
Church. It was part ofa celebration
held every year on August 15 in
which pilgrims chiseled pieces out
Internet-base- d database offers updates ofemployment opportunities
.
; I "
. 'j -:- -'- of ..- - jflr mratinmer tion intw farmerCare fitCURTIS GORE
. ,--
v 1 ;
By joining forces with 24 other
premiernational liberal artscolleges
thfoughouuhe country,Wooster has
expanded the job-search- ing retire jworidagj wkh adaltpopabK
aourcesavailable toits students. Tbe
College is now a member of the
BarterBase Consortium, which pro-
vides access to a comprehensive
database ofmore than 100 organi-
zations with current or anticipated
emptoyment positions or internships
to the member institutions' job-seek-i- ng
seniors.
Begun in 1992 as a coopeiative
endeavor, BarterBase uses the
Internet to provide and update job
opening information to students at
member institutions in a variety of
fields, including the physical sci--
cooes finance, hospitality publish-
ing, trading, health care adminis-
tration, spom management, foreign
languages, public policy, and gov- -
Theology
of the rock while petitioning their
prayers to God. Conroy prayed for
spiritual peace in El Salvador.
Conroy 'splans to become a mis-
sionary began to ferment at the age
of fourteen. A priest began to talk
abouthis experiences inEl Salvador
aridFr. KrtTn became wspired Later
on in his life his dream came true;
bowever.livmgmthhltm Ameri-
can country took son adjustments.,
Comingfromtbewestsideof Cleve--.
fand.tiinroy coyrkncedsoniething
very different from' life in Ohio.
Where be lived in El Salvador, the
nearest phone was35milcsaway,and
to getwaterhe had to walk 16miks.
In the middle ofhis third night in
El Salvador, Conroy awoke to the
sound of screaming. He assumed
that fighting had broken out and
immediately hid under the sink,The
nextmorning, he discovered thatthe
sounds thatheheardwere numerous
chickens in the surrounding area.
Not so amusing, however, was a
Thanksgiving morning in which his
village was shelled. He was struck
'
- Vj- aa. the
tear that conies over you when you
are in a fight or flight situation, I
cannot describe that fear. From that
moment on, I have had a different r
feeling about war"..
ernmenL Wooster is responsible for
gathering and posting data about
and human services organiza
tions. especiaUy those that special- -
uons.
The emphasis is on locating em
ployers that have immediate hiring ,
needs for the currentacademic year.
Job opportunities may take several
forms, including fall-tim- e paid po-
sitions, stipend positions and intern-
ships with no pay. The BarterBase
system gives job-seeki- ng students
at the member schools access to:
more current employment informa-
tion than could be collected by any
smgle career services department at
a single institution.
Wooster students can use the
BarterBase to find detailed infor-
mation about job openings in fields
of interest to them. Included are
contact and company names, ad--
TTTF SHAfK AT C.O.W.
We serve the best bagels & cappucino in town.
Open Mon - Sat until
-- 10:00 PM-J- oin
our Shack Coffee Clun
or
The Shack Mug Club
Carry-ou-t ayailable
262-966- 5
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Lectures Continue
Conroy was aminister m the midst
of this raging battle. He found him-
selfbecoming partof these peoples'
lives and accompanying them poor
people in their struggle. According
to him, this is essentially what lib-
eration theology is. There was a
time when about20 peasants owned
10 acres ofland on which they grew
the cash crop of watermelons.; ;
According to Conroy, "-w-hen
yon see the poor peoples reflection ;
ofGod, you see whaUrealTy means
to live and survive", Roughing ; 20
acres with bare bands was no easy
task, unless "yon consider a ma-
chete modern technology".
Conroy also showed a short ex-
cerpt from the film "School ofThe
Assassins about the US. Army
School of the Americas and how
this institution is responsible for the
killings of thousands "of men,
women, and children. These are the
people involved in the human rights
violations in their own countries.
Archbishop Romero made a public
plea bagging people to help stop the
degradation of tikcommunityVThfe J
next ay hVwas assassinated while
celebrating mass: " ' J$30 million of U.S. tax payers
money wascontributed to the school
in order to fund the renovations. A.
campaign (The Kennedy Amend- -
dresses and descriptions specific
openings. Using tne data, students
areable topursue any ofthe position
openings they find of interest. ' -- ;
be ides u to have a consortium
of simflatoghly selective colleges
and universities respond toThe de-
cline in campus visits by corporate
and non-pro- fit sector recruiters and
the lessening effectiveness of col-
legejob fairs." said Hoyte Wilhelm,
Wooster's director of career ser-
vices. "We think this will be a very
productive' job-sear- ch tool for our
graduating seniors."
Among the institutions cooperat-
ing in BarterBase wkh Wooster are
Carleton. Amherst, Middlebury,
Oberlin, Colby, Bates, Macalester,
Hamilton, Vassar, Bowdoin, Hope,
Mount Holyoke, Skidmore and
Vassar' colleges. The College of
ilHam mi Mary, Mid Colgate and
Clark universities.
Bycombiningforceswith 24 other
premier liberal Arts colleges,
Wooster moves into the next gen- -
Spring Break - Nassau
Paradise Island, Cancunand
Jamaica from $299.00. Air,
hotel. Transfers, Parties, and
More! Organize a small
group and earn a FREE trip
plus commissions!
ment) has been launched twice
against this school. However, both
times it was unsuccessful and lost
by a margin of about 30-4-0 votes.
There is going to be another cam-
paign in the coming year. - - -
On the 16th of .November this
year, there is going to be pilgrimage
starting in Washington D.C On
December 2nd mis group will pass
through Cleveland and the event
wiO culminate on March 24, the day
: ofthekfflingofArchbishop Romero.
It is also to commemorate the slay-
ing of Ursuline Sisters and Jesuit
priests.' ' '
Conroy ended by saying that in
those 5 years, 1 became so much a
part ofthe fabric of the lives ofthose
poor people struggling to survive.
Beingapart ofthe pastoral ministry.
I learned to walk with these people
and share solidarity with mem. This
is essentially what liberation theol-
ogy is about- - accompanying the
poor".
After he finished speaking,
Conroy opened the floor to ques--
; dons. - --The audience was clearly
, He
.
.
- ended J by
saying."Liberation theology is about
action it is not something that can
take place exclusively in theclass- -
' room." '., .: -- -
WJ UJl Il lI'B r"wl' w
Services with the
BarterBase system. The BarterBase
Consortium gives access to an ex-
tensive database ofnxaxuen 1,500
organizations and ' companies
1 witittVaulbWendymempositions
or mternships for employment-seekin- g
college seniors. Established in
1992 as cooperate venture,
BarterBase uses the internet to pro-
vide students of he meber colleges
with up to date information about
job openings in several different
fields including: finance, hospital-
ity,publishing, leaching, health care
administration, sports management,
foreign languages, public policy, the
physical sciences, and 15 other ar-
eas. As a member of the BarterBase
system, Wooster is resonsible for
gathering and posting dataabout job
oppurtunities with non-prof- it and
human services organizations, fo-
cusing on those that specialize in
working with adult populations.
"The idea is to have a consortium of
similar, highly selective colleges and
universities respond to the decline
in campus visas by corporate and
non-pro- fit sector recruitors and the
lessening effectiveness of college
job fairs," said Hoyte Wilhelm,
Wooster's director of career ser-
vices. "We think this wfll be a very
productive jo-sear- ch tool for our
graduating seniors."
Complied with information from
News Services
Page 3
Baldwin to
Goto China
MEGHAN FLAHERTY
Valerie Baldwin, the director of
mternaaonal admissions atWooster,
will visit China's International
School of Beijing (TBS) this fall.
Baldwin, and representatives from
21 other VS. colleges, will be the
first American educators to recruit
students from tmicofrtnrational day
school.
miBSblocatedmthecapitalof
Chinj md fthrf the tons and
daughtmofmiranationaldiploinats
and people invorvedmuueniational
corporations who are positioned in
China. The IBS has a good reputa-
tion and has sent several students to
Wooster in the past
This is not the only school that
Baldwin will be visiting. Indeed,
this is just an additional stop on the
six to seven week trip that she makes
every fall Baldwin and the other
American college representatives,
with the support of the Consortium
for International Recruitment's
Cnm)i for Asia, will visit sev-
eral schools in Japan, Korea, Indo-
nesia; Malaysia, Thailand, Hong
Kong and the Philippines. In these"
nations the representatives will par-
ticipate in college fairs and work-
shops as well as discuss the Ameri-"ta- n
system forhighereducation with
parents and students. '
When asked why the
representitives were visiting Asia
Baldwin replied. "Citizens of other .
siuuia mwmw A wnfriran higher wtw
cation. A main purpose of the an-
nual tour is to give these students a
sampling of the higher education
opportunities offered by these 22
colleges and universities so that they
can make informed decisions about
their college choices. Because of
our commitment to and tradition of
diversity. Wooster is especially
pleased to be participating in this
educational program for the seventh
consecutive years. International stu-de- nts
have helped todefine Wooster
from its earliest days, and this tour
effort allows us to maintain, if not
increase, theirpresence on campus."
Other American Colleges that are
involved in the the tour of Asia are
BuckneQ, Drew andClark Univer-
sities, Ml Holyoke, Trinity, Union.
Grinnell and Wheaton.
Compiled with information from
Newsservices
Com-Patt-ibl- es
Flowers &
Gifts
149 N. Grant St
We win.
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AlcoholAwareness Week To Continue
cootiniiod froon page 2
under the influence.There is adefi-nii- e
linkage between acquaintance
rape and alcohol, because alcohol
vulnerable.
For the finale, Ross and Smith
pkedanaudieiiceYohntecrNicole
Coward 96. to stand on stage and
have them pass clubs behind and in
front of her in an impressive jug-
gling routine. They also fired more
statistics at the audience: the kad-in-g
causes of death of 1 6 to 24-year-o- lds
are alcohol-relate- d car crashes;
alcohol causes the highest number
of deaths in the workplace; 9 out of
10 incidences ofviolence oa college
campuses are canard by alcohol; on
the average weekend. 1 in 10 drivers
on the road are under the influence;
in a college town 1 m 5 are drunk
behind the wheel. Through zany
vauderilliao juggling and comedy
skits blended with poignantly touch-
ingpersonal stories, Ross and Smith
conreyed the important idea that -
even though we are saturated with
images glorifying alcohol use, we
, . most CTewase responsibility and stay
aware of its consequence. ' -
Sorient response was overwhehn-tngr-y
positive. Meredith Graham 96
said, 1 thought it was really neat.
They did a good job of giving infor-
mation but still making it fun. Jen --An-
derson 96"taJfcedaboottheadvaD- -
tages of the show's style. It was a
very theatrical way ofprrynfmg sta-- --
ttsDcs about a major problem, and I --
think that this pn.mUrtf ino is more
effective than lecturing orjust talking
about it."
Sandy Kozera "98 remarked. It
was cooL rm glad I came,"
"Last Call" was only one in the
group ofactivities sponsored by the
Substance Abuse Awareness Task
Force. In Lowry Pit on Monday,
WCWS interviewed Bui Richards,
also known as Silver B, from the
East Cleveland Straight Talk Radio
show. He talked about his work as a
drag and alcohol counselor and
Cleveland radio personality: Ta
day brought reptejentatives from the
Wayne County Sheriff's Department
to Lowry Pit to discuss and demon-
strate field sobriety testing. Spon-
sored by security, the presentation
also featured a period in which
sherifrs deputies discussed issues
of drug and alcohol abuse and driv--
- ingunder the influence. Members of
EMPOWER Peer Education Group'
showed a video on substance abuse.
- distributed hterature, and answered
- questions on the topic of substance
abuse on Tuesday as weQ. '
- Wednesday at .Lowry Pit Sandy
Stebly.aPreentibnSpecialistfrom
Wayne County Alcoholism Ser-
vices, lead a discussion entitled.
"Truths and Realities Drugs in the
90s" on cocaine, LSD, heroin, and
manjuaoaose and abuse.
3ill Browri, Head Men's Basket-ba- a
Coach at Kenyon College pre-
sented a talk on the impact and ef-
fects of subsunce abuse
caDed,"What Part ofNo Don't You
Undefstand7m the PEC on Thurs
J
day nightvv:'
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Friday brings members ofStudents
Against Drunk Driving to Lowry Pit
at 12aX7noon to tacilitaieadiscussioa
on the issues of drunk driving. Cap
ping off Substance Abuse Awareness
Week, there will be a dance in the
Underground lOflO PM to 2.-0-0 AM
srxnsoredbySABandWayneCouriy
Alcoholism Services. The band The
Distractions win play and mocktaus
will be served.
Joe ADea 97.member ofthe Sub-
stance Abuse Awareness Task Force
describes the purpose of these
activiriesThe goals of this week
are toraise awareness of the hazards
of drinking and drug abuse. We're
trying to present information and
trying not to pass judgment, and we
also warn to make sure that people
know that their actions have conse-
quences and repercussions. In orga-
nizing the events, we've tried to
have a variety of formats, speakers,
and events in order to reach a wide
variety ofpeople.We want to get the
message across that drinking and
atag&afect everybody."' '
Vi NM J""
computers
are now on
Ue think your life would be vastly inqro a single payment for 3 months. Just think, if you had a computer, you'd
Macintosh computers are now available for less than the already affordable get your riomewortdore faster Then yoidh
stuto prices. Whats more, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-D- ay more important things In life. Arryway.wtfre
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Orchestra
continued from page 1
the music. In it. a man reoeatedlv
goes to a bar and gets drunk. To
sneak in hue at night, the man would
have to enter through the backdoor.
One night, the man gets in a fight at
the bar and is arrested. The police
take him to the station and bring him
in through the back door.
The dance turned out to be a treat
for those who came, and many did
come. The Ballroom was partitioned
offand chairswereallotted for those
to sit. After the first song, though,
few were left sitting. Adding-onl- y
speakers to increase their volume.
the Cajun Orchestra sounded just as
well as they did in the small con
fines of Wuhart. Even Hales got
into the act, dancing briefly with a
student. He met the Orchestra ten
years ago and said it was a dream of
bis to bear them in concert. What
better way. Hales suggested, to do
this then have them at Wooster.
-- I
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such non-essenti- als.
. Th Wooste:Voice - :Viewpoints
A Critique ofPure Handbook: Committees Don't Know Leaders,
Acting on thepresumption that the Office ofStudentActivities was thinking, their writing is put to the test
With all the attention Hut gets pud to Stn-de-nt
Leaden en this campus, one almost gets
the impression that mere are no Student Fol-
lowers. We have a student leadership Est.
alajfiV'P'TPFrTBenjamin Wachs ship confer--
If Jfcffl tTJfrtft1pff,ltw5fPt rftfTllpal-HirtfiT- V rt '
and, now, a new Student Leadership Hand-
book. This lisle gem was stock into my
maCbox, and, presumably, the mailboxes of -- .
other "Student Leaders" by the Student Ac-- --:
tivkies Office, which apparently has nothing "
better to do than lo pttthese things together.
Needless to say, Iam not impressed. Some of
the handbook is actually useful, psricnlarry
items near the back, But, alas, before getting
to page 30, we have to get past page l: the
Leader's Oeed... . .
It is indicative of how bad! y this College
misunderstands leadership that it feels it most
include a Leader's Creed. That k reads lie
came straight out of The Power of Positive
Thinking" iseven worse: throwing outphrases
like "dare to be different" "dare in be ere--,
ative," "dare to challenge omen," misses the
obvious point that anyone who would take
leadership advice from a 34 page pamphlet
produced by college administration obvi-oqs-ry
isnt daring at aJL SuH, I thought rd
give the Student Leadership Handbook a
chance,and,asPnxidemcftheFencmgClub, ;
use the advice they gi.tg ctype up with a
inorejective dubVwiw j " .yFirst, me: the guidebook lists 21 sugges-tio- ns
for more effective leadership, including
such pearls as "When possible, make deci-
sions as a group." Gosh, didn't the Buddha
also say that? Or, my favorite: "You are part
of me spark that makes the organization go;
be sore that you are positive and enthusiastic
Ifyou'rcMt, others probablywon't be." Now,
bow many of history's great leaders could
ever have been described as "positive and
enthusiastic?" Churchill? Elizabeth 17 Tho-
mas Jefferson? Not a one. Thoughtful, yes.
Competent, surely. Motivated, definitely. But
what mis College has always overlooked is
that cynics get things done, and mat most
great leaders had rather a dry view of human --
nature.
. I know damn well that Churchill
wasn't being"positive and fnrhmiasric" when
he said TWe shall fight them in the fields."
Only the Student Activities Office, and per-
haps Reskleaial life, would even try to boil
down effective leadership to ; -- - . : V- -T, Now we have a Student
a enthusiastic, iamaspark Leadership. Handbook.
who makes decisions as a Who's getting paid to
4 says "it is important mat. :
bomtheleadeTshandthenerabersIupkiw
and understand yourorgamration." All right,
I can try to explain Fencing Club to the other
members. I mink mat speech would go some-
thing like mis: , "V5- -. ' .;-.2-- '
!
"Okay guys; ;This is Fencing Club, That
means we fence. Fencing involves stabbing
people who are wearing protective gear. Are
there any questions?" Someone in the back
raiseshishatxL"Soyrjpmean we stabpeople
while wearing protective gear?:
"WelL yes and no." rd say. "You'd be
wearing protective gear, but I meant that the
people you stab would be in protective gear.
Good question, though." Another question
the Handbook asks is "where would you like
the group tobe in six months?" "Well, guys,"
Pd say,"in six months itwouldbe really great
inclusion of differences m programs, mem-
bership, partkapatkn, etc."
; X)kay, guys, I want you to go out and stab
people, regardless of race!"
Item 12: "Create an organizational award
which recognizes outstanding contributions
toward promoting cultural.
racial, or sexual orientation
awareness and sensitivity."
"Okay, Herbert, for. . .
um. . . fencing really well,
we're giving you the sensi-
tivity award."
Item 13: "Co-spons- or an
activity with a minority, women's, gay. les-
bian, or bisexual focused organization."
"And now. in cooperation with The Gay
Lesbian Bisexual Alliance, the Fencing Club
at Wooster is proud to present: Bisexnals
with Blades!" And so on.
Page 8 is "Organizational Goal Setting". I
am going to skip the section on "Why are
Goalslmportanu'becanseit'stoo stupid tobe
believed (did youknow that"Goalsareguide-
lines for action"?) and go to the "Criteria for
Setting Goals." Goals, we are told, should be
"valued" ("Hey, Ed, did it ever occur to you
that we ought to be setting goals we care,
about?"), "achievable", ("Hey, Bob, maybe
we shouldn't try and invade the RhinclarKlT")
and Believable because, and I have to quote
here, Believable goals provide you with a
if we could be faKii&caCHc joptimisni and hope.
organizations having problems with this one
too: "Wen, guys," the president of HUld
would say, "it would be really neat if in six
months we were all still Jewish." But
nevermind.
On page 6, they have a "What I Can Do
Personally and as a Leader in Response to
Racism,Honxphobia,and Sexism" list Heh
fuUy.tt puts the word "bomohanxd" in paren-
thesis aftereach use oftne word "homophobic"
just in case we didn't get it.' Advice ranges
from "use inclusive language," to "Purchase
goods and services from minority businesses"
(if we wanted to do that would we be paying
Wooster tuition?). A few that might apply to
Fencing Club: item 3 "Advocate for the
WwgttthtoppflifhaCtoGhandi '
had been working from this advice well,
I can hear him say, "I would like to drive the
British out ofmy homeland without violence,
butnoone thinks that's believable, so kdoesn't
give me a subjective feeling ofoptimism and
hope. Maybe I should just kill as many of
them as I can." Come to think of it, all the
great leaders who have used passive resis-
tance have done so in the face ofunbelievable
odds. Ghandi did it, Martin Luther King Jr.
did it, and the Dalai Lama is doing it now.
Someone in the administration should learn
that Vision is not always believable, precisely
because it's Visionary. Butldon'twanttouse
complicated ideas when critiquing the Stu--
Page 5
demLeadership Handbook: they just doo'tgo
together welL
There's more: much more. None of kin
any way appropriate to Fencing Club, or most
other organizations. As President of the Me-
dieval Society I know that the advice given
here is just as useless, though for more com-
plex reasons, to that group as wett. In pointof
fact, these rules are inappropriate for any
organization more creative than Campus
Council, which is most of them. Big organi-
zations with committees, rules of order, and
no personality are easier for the administra-
tion to handle, but k's the eccentric groups,
the Fencing Clubs, the Juggling clubs, the
Game Players, the Psychology Clubs, eL aL
that give this College color and make life
interesting. These are also the groups that get
the lowest budgets, are given the least respect,
and have the most bureaucratic hassles. But
looking at them, we learn something far more
valuable than anything we could get out of a
Handbook. Whoever's in charge of
Blackshcep Rugby, in particular, has demon-
strated magnificent leadership: it's beea
kicked off of campus, given no funding, had
its publicity destroyed, been warned repeat-
edly by the administration to shut down, and
despite all these unavoidable setbacks is
PROSPERING, and was given NO HAND-
BOOK by the Student Activities Office. They
show us that genuine leadership is not
deconstructable by committees, and that the
--people we want as leaders are the people who
don't need committee handouts, while the
people we don't want as leaders will spend
entirely to much time reading them. In other
words, leaders are cynics and curmudgeons:
two words you will never see man administra-
tive handout We also wonder who's getting
paid to produce this schlock.
As to the administration's constant
bellow in gs about diversity in student organi-
zations, the minute they appoint a Muslim to
the Campus Minister Search Committee, I'll
consider them credible.
Benjamin Wachs is Viewpoints editorfor
the Voce
Is This a Pre-lif- e Crisis? Halfway to Middle Age.
Turning 20 is something we all do, but does it have to happen now
Turning 20 didn't seem like such a big
deal at the time. Sure, I was losing the "teen"
part, but wasn't that for the best? I would
finally be disassoci-Robi- n
Oswald atedfrom slumber par-
ties, braces, and the
innocence of childhood.
From a distance, adulthood seems glori-
ous. Experiencing it is not The "freedom' of
living on your own (Le. paying the rent),
going grocery shopping once a week, cooking
your own meals, and generally trying to make
ends meet loses its appeal after a few short
weeks. I can see now why going to college is
so popular.
Somehow this adulthood thing begins to
grow on you after a while, though. After a
month or so, I would be walking past an
apartment building and would not be able to
resist casually peering in someone's window.
In my mind I could picture myself living
there, with more tasteful furnishings, ofcourse.
' The other changes were equally subtle.
Planning my meals for the upcoming week
was an exercise in creativity and finances.
The pleasure offixing a meal that was filling,
tasty, and cheap cannot be rivaled. Except by
Mom's cooking, naturally. Eating at Lowry
will never be the same. I can now appreciate
the convenience walking in and grabbing a
meal prepared by someone else.
Some transformations were actually dis-
turbing. Sometime over the summer I gradu-
ated from the "I drink coffee only to stay
awake" club to the "I like to drink coffee, and
it also keeps me awake" club. I began to look
forward to reading the editorial pages of the
Washington Post, as well as the Business and
Metro sections. I did yard work and house-cleani- ng
regularly. Am I starting to turn into
my parents?!? Scary thought
Going to work in the morning, I developed
the classic robotic eaze. It was easy to tell
who was a native Washingtonian and who
wasn't; those who had any facial expressions
whatsoever had lo be tourists. Once at work,
I became accustomed to calling my co-work- ers
by their first names, despite the fact that
they were often 20 or 30 years older than I
was.
Yes, this summer was odd. I knew what
was going on in die world. Politics seemed
interesting. And, darn it, I didn't even mind
dressing up for work every morning.
Returning to college was a culture shock.
Food is prepared for you. The bathrooms and
hallways are cleaned daily. Everything you
can possibly need is right at your fingertips.
Best of all, despite these luxuries, complain-
ing is raised to a science. Somehow when you
must take care of yourself, complaining isn't
logical there's no one else to blame.
College is a chance for us to delay the
inevitable real world. Four short years of
pampering before that plush cushion is yanked
away and reality hits you square in the face.
Some of us will escape to grad school, but
soon we'll all be out on our own, for better or
for worse. Don't worry, it really isn't all that
bad out there.
An experience like this makes you think,
though. Education suddenly makes sense.
It's a stunning revelation: "Hey, there is a
purpose to all of this..."
Since mid-lif- e crises don't usually begin
until age 40 or so, what would be an appropri-
ate name for this reevaluation of life? I prefer
the term pre-lif- e crisis, since hopefully most
of my life is yet to be lived. Or am I just an
over-achiev- er, getting a head start on my mid-
life crisis at 20?
Robin Oswald is a columnist for the
Voice
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Wooster Insight
Is Student Apathy Increasing?
i m
L
Apathy is a devastating problem
Student apathy is non-existe- nt
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and hoi necessarily the views of the entire staff.
The Wooster Voice
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Greek Life Committee : ItI! 1TT F6I3GE
Police-doggin- g, big brother angsomewayfany wayOofsup-watchiiccntroning.inarripulatf- flg.
porting my belief that GLC was a
domineering, and annoying. My police dogging.you get the point.
impression of GLC (Greek Life So. I did what any dose-minde- d
; lVComit-vK- a
entering her third term as one of the
independent members ofGLC; Ms.
Renee Snyder, ChairofCC; and Ms.
Emily Durham, SGA President and
newly, appointed member of GLC
L'UK" aiiiioni BimmMnp , ttw Mtahiighnrw-ii- l hat he has.de- - .. Yes, I was ignorant nd boy did I
with those
words, I hate it I despise it. I loathe
iL Well,when Mr.Benjamin Wachs
asked me to wnte about ,
spised for so many years. Igavenp
and decided to write staff about
sports, since I am allegedly quali
fied to do such. But
.
GLC andks new inde-- The etldresuU? 1 thisendedfaster than
. pendent members, IWACXVRONtittlt. a-- poorly organized
feel like a schmuck. So. I did what
any good schmuck doey I took a
walk through Lowry, stopping in
Mom's K accost a few people about
their opinion of GLC, What did I
discover? There are a lot of people
thoughtlhari the chanrc ,y ,Wooster , protest j. out there who are as confused as
M ntvllum MMt nitk. " JVIU tLllWi Lift I r T rwrnannflu. .TheTV. wnmrt rmm mtmmm t' -- a: rJ wnenlwasprompUy: most com on responses to
ofquestions--Is my im-- a Schmuck.
pression true?
I admit my impression of GLC
has been carefully mokled over two
years (not counting my year abroad;
my Scottish friends were baffled by
the fact that I belonged to a Greek
. organization and wasn't even from
Greece) by all of my Greek friends
telling me that they are police dog-ging.- big
brother watching, jead the
first paragraph. So, I figured this
article would be simple. I would
interview a few choice people, hast
ily throw together a few accusa- -
ter have an editorial or he would sic
Emily Durham on me (and I tell you,
I wouldn't want to meet her while
skydiving).
I figured that the best way to ac-
complish my task was to go to the
main man, the head honchoMr.
Bob Rodda. the Chair of GLC At
this point I had a few doubts. Mr.
Rodda is far from a police dogging
whatever; he's even a pretty nice
guy. But I shoved these thoughts
mtoihebackofmy mind and carried
tions. and gohappily about mybask v on1 spoke to him for a half hour.
ime.
out asking the simplest WinJt DOjf dia l jetv ' imacked upside the. question; 'What is you opinion of
--fmt uj iu. r owu vh was amiiu&ss, um illJ
and told that I d bet--
ness writing in the Sports learnmgth&tGLCwas formed at the dents, U accomplishes this by re--
where I belong and where I request of the President and later solving yiWationt against Greek
had the unenviable task of finding
headlines for our football games.
' Well, all was well in the world of
ckne-nrindedne- ss until I started to
write some questions for my inter-
view with Mr. Josh Minor, co-presid- ent
of IOC (Inter-Gree-k Ccxmcil),
and member of GLC I figured that
Mr. Minor would love the opportu-
nity to support my unfounded be-
liefs and give me the-mater- ial I
needed to destroy the Dark Side of
campus life, mJLm. GLC But, it
: didn't bappeor I tried to find some
given power by CC (Campus Coun--
cil) in November, 1993. Its main
function is to oversee rushing, bid-
ding, and new member education
processes, as well as review char-
ters and the status of Greek life on
campus. '
' Talking to Mr. Rodda. I began
losing ground in my quest for the
mass destruction of this police dog-gin- g.
blah, blah,blah. So, I talked to
a few more people. I spoke with Mr. --
Darnell Wycbe, a GLC 'member
- from lastyear; Ms. CourtneyYoung. '
GLC?"
concern," "I know nothing about
them." and "they hate all Greeks."
I felt a little better. GLC is not a
police dogging, etc. group. Instead
itprotects the College, the students,
and the Greek organizations when
dealing with the issue ofhazing and
the attached liability. It looks out
for Greek interestsbyproviding ser-
vices that improve the image of
Greek organizations. Its existence
lends legitimacy to organizations
which the administration, faculty.
and students generally think con-
sists of beer-guzzlin- g, affluent stu--
organizations and disciplining them
when needed. GLC trusts Greek
organizations to follow the propos-
als that are approved by GLC and
therefore is far from apolicing orga-
nization. This year's independent
members, Coarmey Young and Joe
Allen, are open-mind- ed individuals
and a necessary part ofa committee
whose function is to assess Greek
life on a campus where 75 are
independents. -
See GREEK LIFE
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Tllrviim not to IHbalize
bf the acuons that lakVplace in Greek section'
housing oo any given Friday night!? These do
siot spent to be responsible and mature dec i '
sions made by the members of Greek organi--
Greek identities serve to tribalize" the
Wooster student body vinto Various factions.
This is evident in every facet of campus life,
from the hmsh tables in Lowry Center to
weekend parties.Wliik it is true that m
dent students are just as guilty ofsocial "trib-
alism," Greeks perpetuate social stereotypes
ariddoEttkifnotbing.tobreakthemdownin
an effective manner because they are impor-
tant to the future existence of their organiza-
tions. Greeks, for example, actively recruit
pntrntial ntfmbfrs tfwwrg a frrVwif f"
which essentially advertises a particular
lifestyle choice. It is well known within the
student body, which organization is
stereotypically matstnted by jocks, cheer-lea(lers,drugks,andcoMervati- veseic.
These
stereotypes then systematically divide the
GLC is ncnrtally viewed as a se
cretive organization that meets bo-hiaicto- sed
doors. Although some
meetmgsnmst be closedwhen deai-in-g
with accusations and delicate
issues, the nxetmgs areusualhccca
This isjust one fact mat escapes the
anr of the campus, even the
Greeks. GLCneedsaproceednrelo
dissetniuasB inforrnaoon so the cam-
pus fir"""' ""fry- - I heard various
sugsestions, including a World-Wid- e
Web pass or publishing min-uie-&
donlkriowwhat the solutiosi
The Wooster Voice Viewpoints
Greek mtems interfere with a remtndble environment The prabko lemr i . : : .
Wooster is sacrificing its social integrity by
allowing Greek organizations stin tocxist on
siKloffcsinpiis. The stnng traditions ofbn
TSCTnlgerhoods and siste,rhoovjs are noble
concepts oat tney seem to be
outweighedby the negative implications een--
.
eratedoy lifestyles that lend lopromote more
problems man solutions. Students are just as
capable of developing brotherhoods and sfav-- :
lernoods within the social framework t
Wooster without the dlter of a Greek utie.
The disbanding of-Gre-ek organizations xxt
campus would be met with great resistance, ,
batUwcprcidemtfaelongnmastronger;
overall sudett community that would be less :
focused on the acqnisition of alcohol and --
rnore involved wim the problems overwh
ing separated factionsand viewpoints of stu-
dents. Elhnirmtion ofGreeks from Wooster
would change the social structure of the col-
lege prematurely for the better.
Greeks, by the very nature of their strong
social identity, open themselves up to a great
amount ofcriticism from the campus comma--.,
nity. They cannot expect to be praised for
community service and then ignored when
members ofan organization, for.examp1e.ire
college into particular social groups. .
Every year before azmg week" Greek
organiTatiota are required to atterxl a marda-tor- y
inforroBuonalsession. In facteach group
lmtinfinf specific documented record of
.hazing events. Does mis really stop all brutal
hazing from taking" place on campus? No.
There is no way to mooitor what takes place
behind the dosed doors ofsectioohousmg.lt
is wefl known,butnever mnfitmed.thatcer- -
'taitt ffq ctmpny fa-- -
baric hazing despite the efforts oftlsJmin--t
istrauon to
put aa end to
these prac-:tices..r-Why
hot eliminate
the.' problem
once and for
all?
With, the
possible ex-
clusion ofthe
brave students mat live in Holden Annex, darned Southerners. Well, we dislike Greeks
most of the worst on campus bousingispcjca- -. rhecausojbey're different from the rest of us.
Died by Greek sections which, according to
Bcttv Kae. Jiumbdf aroundJ82 students on
linked to a date tape bncaio combin&l with the
.u:t ...... - S . ."li , - jiLiuservice-- - iis indeed - ---- .Iworthwhile .I. 1--..buta endeavor,
what about the numerous problems that occur
because of substance abuse in Greek Utfg&ni
zations? Is it logical to participate in hedonis-
tic drinking orgies every weekend and then
expect to be patted on the back Cor an occa
sional "sign" of responsible behavior? What
numerous ritmVthat take placeduring hazing
week, give Greek students a senseof carnara-der- ie
through adversity that few independent
students at Wooster ever come realize. This
type of brotherhood and sisterhood is reflec-
tive of the nature of Greek organizations that
tivemoncampusricsmg.bisaqnesti
question within the Greek system. Consider,
for example the irnpuca&ons of placing sec-
tions into a newly renovated dorm such as
Kenarden.
Is living in a Greek system really the most
admirable and responsible way to spend four
years ofcollege? College is a collective learn-
ing experience that is rtc limited roUy to the
classroom. Because, as students, we spend
more time on average in the dorm room than
in the classroom, it is the job of the college to
provide an environment where students learn
not only about themselves but the numerous'
value systems and diversity present at the
College of Wooster. Greeks, in their present
form, perpetuate a cycle of ignorance where
members, although not publicly exclusive,
continue to perpetuate a mentally and physi-
cally destructive lifestyle that weakens the
overall social framework of the college.
BeWclsti u a cotumnist fir the cicc
should be. However.Ido know that
my original beliefs are widely held,
and mat information and fnftnrfft'OM
is the only way to dispel those ru-
mors, myths, and stereotypes.
My last major concern lies with
Campus CounciL Last year. CC
deckled to form the Leadership and
MembersbipEvaloaticoCcmminrf.
(LAfEQ wim GLC and the Selec-tio-n.
Induction, and Education Pro-
cessArjproval tonmitiee gEPAC)
assub-ccinmitie-es. Wiry? Because,
there are non-Gre- ek organizations
The Leyelinig Wind
with GreekirAren't enow)ugh
deTccquevillefim rioiedn leveling egali-latiauls- m
to which Americans are saxcp'
tibkandWcoster'santi-Greekdkinehasii- ot
Todd Graham UwiTlfJ
ill . yjimt.'Mt ot beneficial to the
a tit Community?
US V All agOUlSt J1 WJL
goes 'People who are different promote the
perception that people are different, which
leads, to division, and to more difference,
therefore they're bad
- There is something more at play here. It's
something sinister,s0m
dangerous.-- ' Wo, sorry, it's just silly.
Woosteritet dislike those who act differ
ently, and
uppity Greeks
who forget
their place al-
ways upset
the social or-
derfornormal
people, hence
we don't like
them. Sorry
that's those
No, mat would be intolerant or Jhe lilestyle
'choices' ofothers.I
? Ok, well, we don't hate Greeks, we just
wish that they weren' t Greek. No, that's ihe.
sameniate-me-srn-but-w- ve
nale used tojustify the single greatest danger
to the republic, homophobia.
To hell with consistency! We don't like
Greeks! They drink a lot. They are uncouth
anduncourteous. They are loud when they are
"drunk. They drink a lot They-hav- e turned
Armington and Bissman into ratholes. They
don't participateon campus. Theydrinkak.
They are exclusive m their membership. Did
I mention the drinking?
Yadda,yadda,yadda. Itastounds me, though
it shouldn't, how liberal talk of tolerance
often collapses when the rubber hits the road.
In thinly-veile-d anti-Cathol- ic bias in press
reporting or in the not-so-thirily-v- eiled con-
tempt for smokers, those who claim to be the
most tolerant timeand time again rTOve them-
selves to be merery morally pretentious.
Which brings us to me Greek issue. The
College's Student Leadership Handbook in-
cludes the wcrdTwincto tred"as asuggestive
lmttafter'lioriiophobia.'j
get the hint the first 6,429 times; what are the
odds that Hieleabphobic win find its way
iritoriext year's Handbook? Call me upifyou
know someone wiUing to lay odds.
The fact is mat many people succumb to the
temptation which deTccquevine described;
the castigation of the foreign. Greeks are not
Greek Life Committee cow
ptrthis campus that carry out induc-tio-n
ceremonies.' The problem with
PCs solution? Bureaucracy. This
concern was so great that former
PjresidemCopelandwrotealetterto
CC asking them to reconsider this
proposal. I myself believe that a
committee like SIEPAC is needed,
but I have yet to understand why
suchacomminee(whk Ms. Snyder
pitA ffpqid possibly rwtq'w the
same rnembers as the GLQ need
exist separately of GLC Change
the GLCs name to something more
indusive and avc4d the bureaucracy.
For that reason, I would have to say
that I applaud Ms. Durham, who
intends to make sure that the cam-
pus as a whole is not tied down in
red-ta- pe and multiple committers.
Scswnataremynew beliefs? GLC
isNOTapcJice dogging, b brother
watching.ccatrolfing,rnanipulating,
domineering, destroying.a7id annoy-
ing organization, and I hope that the
campuscemmuhity isawareof mis.
Now.Imustkave tlxpages ofView-poin-ts
(where I defuiitely do not
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ofthem...
like us, therefore Greeks are bad. In the
absence ofa Greek Anti-Defamati- on League
or a Greek. Layperson and Bi-Helle- nic Stu-
dents' Association, such sentiments win not
ran into serious opposition because being
Greek is a voluntary decision, and therefore
coiidemnable. (Just like homosexuality...
Wait, that's the Rush Limbaugh line. Dooh!)
Yes, Greeks drink a tot Guess what- -1
drink a lot with seme of them, and if they
weren't here, I'd have to drink in the Voter
offkxevedmorethanldonow.sndGodoriy
knows what that could lead to.
Would those who do join fraternities and
sororities drink even if the organizations
weren't here? Probably. Would they be as
subject to College supervision? Of course
not Would incidences of assault and other
mischief be more or less frequent in dark --
singles and unoccupied haftways, than at weQ-attend- ed
Greek parties? You be the judge.
The objections to Greek organizations boils
down basically to plain-vanil- la xenophobic
"anti-elitism-
." Anyone different from me is
abrorrnaL because I'm perfectly well-adjust- ed
and right at the tip of the beU curve. Why do
others need secret and exclusive organiza-
tions when I have gotten along without them?
They must be up to something. Calling Pat
.Robertson we have some recruits for you...
" On a campus as sociaHy dead as Wooster s,
fraternities and sororities serve as a valuable
catalyst for social interaction. As for their
' tendency to stick to themselves, people who
five m glass houses (and especially in Douglass
HaUfor four years straight, Mr. Wolski) should
not throw stones. Greeks perform valuable
community service just like other student or-
ganizations. They serve on SOA; they serve
aive and beyond the caD of htfy on the V?ic
staff; .they go to class; they eat just fike the
rest of us. with their friends in Lowry.
Greeks contribute too much to this campus
for us to stand by and watch mindless stereo-typesa- nd
hysterical hyperbole be strewn about
with a careless abandon concerning the truth.
Liberals of Wooster, re-ar-m yourselves; ste-
reotypical denigrations are inappropriate
means ofdiscussion, and we should not abide
them, whether against racial minorities, reli-
gions, or voluntary organizations.
. None of this would be a prolJem were
Greek organizations influential or numerous
enough topciiueasB campus discussion. Were
that the case,Greek issues would be dealt with
as a matter ofcourse. AH goes to show we do
have a problem with Greeks in Wooster: there
aren't enough of them.
Todd Graham Lewis is Editor in Ciefof
rA Voice.
belong) and return to Sports where
mybiggest worry is whether a cer-
tain headline win encourage forty
men to induce bodily harm on a
police dogging, big brother watch-
ing, controlling, manipulating,
Sports Editor. Mr. Wachs. I'D
try to stay out of your section,, .for
awhile.
Luke Xamotd is the Sports editor
for theydkz
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WhUing Away a Weekend at Woosier'.
RACHEL POPE -
This weekend I kept thinking, here U youth and k is wonderful
and I will live forever. Or ar least I will die really, really happy.
Who wouldn't have a good weekend when it is traversed with
floats and bumblebee kilts and sunlight and red leaves? Any
weekend is a good one when the football team wins, against a ,
school thatisntOberlin. Botthere wasasign even before the win. . ,
Yes. we all should have known it was going to be a good weekend
when we found oat "1964": The Tribute was playing here.
Oh sure, they say there's nothing better than the real thing, but
i frags can be pretty damn close. When the pseudo-Beatle- s
came onstage, when the firstwords came out, the first notes,
people were in the aisles storming the stage, screaming at the top,
of their lungs breaking the toes of those around them. It was
please see HOMECOMING, page 9
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stay in Aberdeen, Scotland and the
university there. Just over a year
ago, and it does seem almost likea
dream now. I left the States and
beaded overseas with several other
Wooster students on meGLCA Ab-
erdeen Program, five of us, the
lucky ones, got to stay for a year,
even though we didn't all plan k that
way. It was this group, and a few
semesterfoTk, towhom Ispoke when
I decided to write about experienc-
ing the great land of Scotland. I
asked them each the same question;
what was their favorite thing about
the Aberdeen experience? The an-
swer beer and beautiful country.
But after a vear there, or evenjust a
semester, there had tobeafew more
.
words than that to ascribe to the
experience.
.
Heather Young 96, one of the
locky ones,
said. "It wasbeaatif nl
thereL. I Eked
living by the
ocean, thatwas
really cool." I
can't help but
agree with her.
Scotland has
got to be one
of the most
beaatif nl
places I have
ever seen. The
minute we got
outof the inner
city of
Glasgow and
into the coun-
try, I was
greeted with
some of the.
gieencst grass.
I have seen in
my life. Prom
there on, there.
wasn't a day that went by when I
didn't stop to dunk what a beautiful
place I was in. Even when it was
raining, I stiH smiled at the beauty.
One advantage ofmy exposure toso
much rain last year, is that now,
back at Wooster. I don't mind the
rain so much, because it reminds me
of Scotland. Contrary to popular
belief, with the exception ofthe first
fourteendaysafkrSpringBreak.it
did not rain every day in Aberdeen.
While I was in Scotland I got the
chance to see a lot of the country's
beauty, because I was able to break
upmy weeks atAberdeen with week-
end trips to such small towns as
Huntly, Elgin, and St Andrews. I
waves.' I'm not alone in my adora-- 1
tion ofmis trip. Bell backed me up
and said, "It -
was beautiful ''
. ......
especially
Skye."
Andrew
Weaver '97', a"
one semester
u
9
The author and fellow Wooster students at Lock Marie
from a beverage standpoint), easily
replaced chemistry as the whisky of
choke. It was worth it, although
now it has dampened my academic
motivation here at Wooster.
Scottish culture and beer seem to
go hand in hand. Jen Willis 96
spoke favorably about immersing
herself "in another culture and the
beer." One spends at least three
nights a week in the pubs. It's not
just the drinking that draws you in,
but the socializing and even the
learning that can go on in pubs. In
Scotland, alcohol is partofthe learn-
ing experience. Several of my
- friends accompanied instructors to
pubs toconsumeapintand continue
The W6osteb Voick Feature
Swigging Scotch with tHe Scots
The Features section, ends its
exploration of'the study abroad ex-
perience this week with an account
of senior Luke Zannonts year in
Aberdeen, Scotland.
LUKEZANNONT
Every now and Chen I find myself
staring off into space and dreaming.
also' went to larger towns like
Glasgow, Inverness, and magnifi-
cent Edinburgh. MyTavorite trip,
though, came at the end of the year
when classes were over and my ex-
ams had not yet begun. It was then,
thatmyself, Greg Bell 96,and three
other Americans got in a car and
drove to the Isle of Skye. We spent
two nights on the island, where we
and what I seem that space in froitt- - stayed on the ocean's edge, and fell
ofme are images from my year long --asleep to the sound of the rolling
a discussion. I even won a bottleof
fineScotch Whisky asaprize forthe
best poster m my politics class. :
AsfbrScottishculturecvtsidethe
beer. Shannon Tennant 97 com-ment- ed,
"I appreciated how at ease
people were with tradition." She
then talked about a performance of
a400 yearold play CA Midsummer
Night's Dream") on a 500 year old
quad. In terms of atmosphere..
Heather Scbuckman 96 mentioned.
"The accents and die people." As to
that,"! can only say that I found
7- - , -- friendly people
.... V . - , - wherever 1
''Even when itwas
, raining; I still smiled
at the beauty
guy.mentioned
another pins ;
about the Aberdeen experience;
"The lack ofacademic pressure was
a wonderful break from Wooster."
Amen to that. Aberdeen University
places the burden to leahrJon the
students. Continuous assessment uF
traveled. I met
fabulous folk
from all over
the world on
the Aberdeen
' University
Basketball
Club. And 1 found my flat matesjo,
be the nxjst wonderful people. They
accepted me for who I was, placing
their stereotypes about Americans
asidec;.
."what was my favorite part of
non-existe- nt, and grades ride on ik Scotland? like those I interviewed.
nal exams. Since our credits; and
not our grades, transferred, passing
was the main focus. Many a night of
studying Scottish culture (primarily
Itoomoststunerandstamnierwhen
asked that question. How can you
sum up a year long experience in
"tme sentence? Butlaskedmyfriends
the question
so I snouid
have to an-
swer it too. iguess I am
most grateful
to my stay in
Scotland for
an. apprecia-
tion it gave
me. While I
was there I
could look at
Aberdeen's
beauty and
amazing
populace
long enough
to 7 forget
"wberelcame
from. " I
learned to
separate my-
self from the
environment
long enough
to appreciate
everything that I have around me.
That was the bestthing about Scot-
land forme. Plus, how can you beat 1
an Orkney Dark Island, a Lager
Tops, a cold pint of McEwan's, a
frothy Guinness, a sweet Snakebite
Black, or even a nip of whisky?
Although it is a little hazy, I still
daydream. I let my mind wander to
thoughts of Seaton Park, through
which I walked every morning on
the mile long trip to class; and I let
itwander to the peopleand the coun-
try I have left behind. I miss them
(and the nightly trip to the Bobbin
for a pint), and I thank mem for
allowing me to share their thoughts
as well as accepting mine.
Homecoming!
continued from page 8
incredible. Wende Bitter 98 said.
"I had so much fun flirting with
George. He gave me his guitarpick.
He walked to the end of the stage
and personalty gave it to me.",
Bitler was not the only Wooster
student to lose her heart that night,
Graig Meyer 96satLMRingo waved
at me, And I fainted. He said, 'I
love you. AndI love Ringo, Jamie
Christensen 96 was so taken by all
of them that he suggested a school
uniform based on what The Tribute
wore thar night. Swollen hearts,
streaming hearts, hearts on the
sleeve; it was all heart breaking,
girls swooned, boys slow danced
together and everybody swayed.
The next morning the sun rose,
students stumbled out of their beds,
and then the judges came. They
visited Douglass.' Wagner and
Babcock in order to decide which
lounge was best decorated in accor-
dance with this year's Homecoming
theme, "HoUywoo." The lounges,
according to Susan Hosso 97, the
chairofSAB's Special Events Com-
mittee, were judged on "content,
color and creativity, and overall ap-pearan- ce."
Donglassites, whoturned
theirloungelnto the "HcJlywooHor-lo- r
Theater and gave the judges pre-viewsofbecrorn- xyvies
tocome, were
proclaimed the wiuneis. 'Hosso, im--
"piessed with their creativity, said, It
was definitely different, we've never
had people act for us before." Their
Creatrviry knew no end Saturday, for
they were also proclaimed the win-
ners of tefksat contest
Ifyouhaprxnedtocatchthefloar's
mid-strea-m performance, you might
have an idea why they won. If you
didn't, you missed a lootin'-tooti- n'
wild west show. In the corniest
sense possible, everyone deserved
to win for participating. As Hosso
said, what makes Homecoming suc-
cessful is "how many people are
involved with an activity."
Even if the other organizations
didn'twin, they still got to dress up,
which is almost better than, or at
least comparable to, a trophy.
Meghan Davis "96, who was Thelma
from "Thelma and Louise" on the
SGA float, said; "It was a good
bonding experience for SGA. We
hadareally fun time. Being Thelma
rocked." Other organizations that
had floats in the parade included
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SAB, SGA. EKOs. Betas. SADD,
ISA, and the Recycling Program.
The floats were all led,ofcourse, by
- the Scot Band.
v And all of this led us to the game,
and though it is the job of the sports
section to cover it, WB WON1
People were up on their Jeet clap-
ping, the band did their pyramid,
and WE WON! That night,the lawn
outside Bissman, littered with beer
cans, was in plain testament to the
fact that WE WON1 rT
Schemeddiereoly after the game
was the Scot Serenade. There was
the Scot Band in a flood of late
afternoon light playing "It Can't
Mean a Thing. If U Ain't Got That
Swing." The whole world came
alive, you could bear, the leaves
changing colors. Amelia Sutton '97
was moved to say, 1 decided to go
to Wooster for the rest of my life."
IluTlipeKozub 97 enjoyed himself
as well. He said, "It was really nice
tohaveapplecideron the President's
lawn. It made me proud to be a
.
Wooster student seeing the band
and the dancers perform." Yes,
Kozub said cider. There was food at
the serenade. Lots of food. Apples
and muffins. I myselfsaw boxes of
muffins takenMt of the Great Muf-
fin Truck and placed on the tables.
The remains of these were popped
over to Lowry, and succeeded in
making Liam Kelly's 97 day. He
- ravedaboutthemuffinsr'Tbey were
scrumdiddilidous."
And before Homecoming could
slip away, there was one last explo-
sion. That's righc the Wild Video
Dance Party! . Sure it's a cheesy
name, and sure it makes you fed
like you're going to an MTV spon-
sored college, but did you see the
number of people there? They ran
out of food even! Which was most
likely a great disappointment, as
Abdullah Bushnaq '98 thought the
chicken wings were awesome and
Mike Carson 98 raved about the
delectability of the carrots. But not
a sod gained weight that night It
was, after all, a dance party. Josh
Baird 98 said, "I sweated my butt
off." Carson, who made three dol-
lars wearing cleats to thedance, also
tore up the floor , as well as a few
peoples' legs. And the night disap-
peared with the wild canting of
"YMCA" and "Scat Man." -
And that was the end ofthe week-
end, a great weekend.
Historic Overholt House
Bed & Breakfast
1473 Beall Avenue, Wooster, OH 44691.
216-263-63- 00 or 1-800-99- 2-0643
Located! blocks north ofLowry
10 offprime rate Nov. through April
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Nothing but the Veay Best; Writing the Right Way
Writing Center offers help
DANIELLE COPPOLA
On ihe second floor cf Andrews
library is the writing center, where
every student on so for help with
theirpeye essays, psfsgtajil is, and
writing Kyle. "Sometimes people
have a preconceived notion of me
writing censer (hat only ted wrk-mcomeh-ere.
Thatisa'ttrueatan."
- the resident intera. Ram Berry, lefts
me. matter how good a writer
is. it is a wise idea for anyone to
come to the center sod (et a second --
opinion oa his or ber wort." -
"Students are ciicoortgfd tomake
an atuxjiHinvntinSCBiions usually
last anywhere frora ahalfhour to an --
hoar," she said. "Most tutoring ses-
sions are one on one, but we are "
trying this year to do some coTJabo-rath- re
(groin?) tutoring, for Bitdciiti
thatarcmihe same dass and that are
doing the erne smagnmrnc"
The writing canter has certainly ..
been through some changes. "It
started ia 1959 or I960." said Lois
McCan.cnecrbe first tutors lo the
writing center, Twt it was rather
informal and it didn't have a
reaBy. If one could can k
thing, k was the Faculty Wives Tu-
toring Service, and it was nude op
of wires of the professors who had
tlltjiaiMiiw1 training , , , t frqighf
at Holy Oak. Wiaconsia State Col-
lege and the Unrmsiry of Wiscon-
sin, I wss asked to go totor sta-de- nts
and evaluate their compod-tio- a
problems."
The center has certainly come a
long way from a wide room with
dividers. "We renovated this year."
said Rath Berry. "Weaddedmd
vidad tutoring offices and branched
into another room. It's much more
comfortable for the smrirnrt. We
also have a new computer when
me student wants to work wit a
paper while k is on disk, we caa
seonest work- -
shcavoamiapEkebcxtowritea
research paper. We also win do
R3J English as a Second Lai
gaage, Asiatem.Iberp with those
I also sm resnonchlc for Yesr One
(a literary aiagazmeX and I help the
ronun ami wan wcttshops. I also
do a tot of tutoring.
Who are the people who
work in the Writing center? "We
have 4 professional "Tiiiaiin
an lam worked here for a
ofyears. And the desk irar pi ion ius
u Uz Stearuch. who
graduascd fast year with a doable
major in Dance and Fngtiih. works
full rime during the day and ia the
evenings we have sfurlrnf recep-
tion jsts. There are 6 peer tutors
stndena at the college who have
gone through t'p?"ig, fTfifru to
learo how to tutor." 'Rata Berry
Said. Tiancy Grace is the current
director of the writing center she
has held the office since 1980 she
is also the chair of the English de--
'""
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Rath Berry assists students at writing center,
.
pertinent. Nancy runs the tutor pro--'
gramsthey are weU trained and
very flexible." said Barb Hostwit.
"We get aU kinds of students and
papers here," Barb Hostwit. who
has worked at the centersince 1984,
added. "Tbecxnter should be kxked
service.We work with a
wide range of writing ability and a
language fluency, and a lot of se-nio- rs
on theirIss. The seniors have
to sign up for the first or second
MeryYouBelmcribedinBookcfLe; CelebrangYomKqfpnr
ILANA BBOWNSTEXN
"G'mar chanma lova"; may you
be sealed far blessing ia the Book of
Life. This Hebrew phrase was ut-
tered around the world this week,
the week of Yora Kippur. This
horyday is the second part of the
celebration of the Jewish new year
5756; Rosa Hashana is the first.
Yora Kippur is the Day of Atone-me-nt
for the Jewish people, and the
most holy and solemn day of the
year. There are prohibitions on eat-in- g.'
drinking, bathing, and work-
ing, which are observed across an
sects of Judaism, On Yom Kippur
Jewsconfrastheksastotfaemselves
and to God. These sins incmrle both
the obvious and the not so obvious.
For example, k is interesting to me
that duringYora Kippurkis a sin to
not actively try to do good to help
those around yon. and fat the rest of
the world. If I am not the best
person I can be. mat is asm. This
expectation, however, is kept real
istic. I am not expected to be as
Manypeople ask me why the i
is a holy day for the Jewish
fash. During the Days ofAwe, the
period between Rosh Hashanaa and
Yom Kippur, we befieve thatwe are
The Wooster Voice Feature'
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-- with those who have 2 or 3 weeks
until the final draft is due! seri-ousl-y.I
like working with seniors
they are motivated, panicked and
focused. They take instruction wen
and interact with the writing.
The writing centers'--hours are
Monday through Thursday: 9 to 12.
1 to 4. and 6 to 10. On Fridays to
12 and 1 to 4. They are not open on
Saturdays, and on Sundays they are
open 1 to 4 and 6 to 10.
judged. This judgment is written on
Rosh Hashanab, andduring thedays
of penitence that follow, we must
make peace with those we have com-mkt- ed
offenses against with those
who have committed offeases
against us. and with God, because
on Yom Kippur tte Day ofAtone- -
ment does not stone jf you do not
make peace wultyobr follow man."
The most difficultpart of the sepen-tanc- e
process is that one must be
forgiven tfcScwinan. Ifone makes
an these atonements he or she wfll
be written into the Book ofUfeTor
another year and at sunset on Yom
Kippur. the Book is sealed. Thus,
the new yearnot only marks change
scdriewbegirwingt,but italso marks
the choice oflife which we make by
absolving oursdiu.
How does this apply to our cam-
pus, yoa wonder? Jewish students
on this campus celebrated Rosh
Hashanab last week, and Yora Kip-
pur this Tuesday and Wednesday.
For Yora Kippur we fof?tf from
sunset to sunset. Some of us at
tended Knesseth Israel Temple in
Wooster, sorncjourntyed lo Temple
.
Israel ia Canaan, others went home
to be wbfc their family, and atiO
others preferred to celebrate by
away from ssmple. Tma
In With The
GLBA announces
ALICIA PARES
WednesdayjCcL ll.is National
Coming Out Day. Coming Out Day
was founded to highlight issues sur-
rounding the coming out of gays,
lesbians and hisnrnart. It is a pro-ces- s
which allows mem to express,
their full selves to those they care
about by revealing their sexuality.
..Sexuality ia a part of a person
whkAextrrtds farbeyond the bounds
ofthe bedroom, so that if someone
rgmainamthftelnitemriimtn.
.
most topics ofconvti ut ion, except
the weather. To make this clearer,
tfainkof aheteroaexaalaconaintance
of yours who is involved in a long
term relationship. Now think about
how many times they refer lo their -
relationship within any given con-
versation. Imagine if they had to
pretend that they were not in love.
what would they say? Then-deepe- st
feelingsand thoughtswouldbecon--
ccaJedSorAcrimcsgw jm
rhtvn to nttkedeicbions.ccocerBing
who kis safejojeJl about their last
.
weekend, or what books they are
reading or even what their LS. topic
Cays, lesbians and bisexuals are
often afraid of the consequences of
coming out, because prejudice and
nu'rnndnandjjg axe 4Pwide--v
spread. Far example, aomexnen
and women on campus related that
theyhave had people in locker rooms
accuse them' of looking at them.
year. I found-mysel- f driving to
Cnton'srefonntempkforserrices. -
which was quia? a change from the
service I attended last year at '
Knesseth Israel, a primarily conser-
vative temple. Many non-Je- ws lend
net to realize the quite relevant and
vast differences between the diffcr--
ent sects ofJudaism, m attempt to
"simplify them and shed a fink light
on this complex topic.
. Orthodox Jews keep strictly ko-
sher andkeep men andwomen sepa---
rated in the temple. They have spe-
cify laws fcrwrm they are allowed
to wear, and when they are and are
net allowed to work. Conservative
Jews also tend to keep' kosher, but
' theydonotsepsrstemenandwomen ft
within the Temple. They do ob-
serve the Sabbath, but they do not
have specific dress codes. Reform
Jews tend not to keep kosher or to
keep specific dress codes. Although
they may observe the Sabbath, they
take a less traditional view of the
Torah, the Jewish bory book.
The services at these respective
leiwplcsaw altoquan different. It is
difficult for a conservative Jew to
fed comfortable ia either a reform
orcrtbcdcairleJmtKftfehard
for an orthodox or reform Jew to
feel comfortable ia temples not of
October 6,1995
Out Crowd
Coming OutDay
Although many feared losing friends
by coming out, few have experi-
enced this loss. It is important to
nctc. however, that some homoaexn- -'
sJs'knrd onesinayexperience tbeir
ownconungco! process, before they
. are able to ten others that someone
they love is gay.
Some TVTtTt complained
the people to whom they have come
.put have been too curious or not
curious enoogh. One man claimed
that everybody to whom he came
out. including his parents, seemed
wo aay onry unnw. rno one to
whom I spoke seemed to feel that
the costs ofcoming out outweighed
the benefits. They aU foundcorning
but to be an important part of being
themselves.
In celebration of National Com-in-g
OutDay. Wcosters GLBA (Gay
IxsoianBisexual Alliance) will have
a table in Lowry with information
and stickers, GLBA is also having
an open bouse ia the Babcock din--
big room from 80-l(h0-0 pjn. on
October 1L . There wffl be books,
pamphlets, and other information
from the GLBA library available.
Food win also be provided.
If someone comes out to you on
Wednesday, put yourself in their
shoes. Think about the courage
iawttsd &JKtjcg&& up--jiorfrrcc&saonsjb- eboeett.
Don't
'make assumptions. And ifyou sup-
port gay rights.be sure to wearjeans
this Wednesday.
their particular sects. Everyone
wants to feel at home ia their place
ofworship, and these different sects
of Judaism make that possible. Be-
ing in Wooster, which has such a
sman Jewish population, k is hard
to find a place of worship that fits
each student's needs. To help re-
solve this problem. Hind at the
College of Wooster extended its
connections outside of the Wooster
community to the Temple Israd in
Canton.' Brian Friedman "97, presi-
dent cHilleL says cftriij outreach.Iihas been verydifficult toprovide
for the vast differences in Jewish
practice here at the College, but I
think thatTemple Israd definitely
y?od staV
Hind The OjOegecfWooster
win be celebrating its next holiday,
Sukkot. the festival of harvest, this
Sunday. The Sukkah but win be
erected on the bin between Lowry
Center and theRBX. this Sunday at
1:00 pjn. If yoa are nierested,
curious, orjust passing by, yon are
welcome to come help us erect the
Sukkah. or just ask as questions
about k. In add--on, members of
Hffld wffl be in the Sukkah at every
hmch and dinner for the next week.
Please drop by and check koutl
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Trombonist
Michael Beckerplays Gault tonight
SALLY THELEN
World renowned bass trombonist
Michael Becker will give a recital
tonight, October &- -
.
-
Becker is a former student ofJef-
frey Lindberg, professor of music
here at the College and is now the
principal trombonist with the Ha-
waii Symphony Orchestra. He also
isa trombone insti unur in the nmsic
department at the IMversity ofHa
waiL In July, Becker was appointed
by Sir Georg SobJ to the World
Symphony in Geneva. Switzerland,
to commemorate the 50th anniver-
sary of to United Nattons.r,
Lindberg described oeexperience
ofhaving a student reach such pres-
tige as very "gratifying." Lindberg
sorted teachingBeckerat the ageof
fourteen and hopes he helped de-
velop the yotmg student's talents at
Tonight s performance wi3 fea--i
tore the Second Horn Concerto of
Richard Strauss, tfictertLtefer by
Gustav Mahler, Vocalise by Sergey
Rachmaninoff, Sonata for Bass
TromboneandPianobyAkcWMetty kcyriidcc1 '--
andful Variationsumma nmon "BarnacleR rm aA BuLU
i mwvnwM thkielectifla to
Pag? Ji
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Haute-Comed- y with
Comedy-impro-v troop casts away apparel of
NATMISSTLDINE
Ifyou're in the mood for laughter
or even ifyou're notcome join in the
fun at Luce Multi-Purpo- se Room
where Don't Throw Shoes will be
giving there first show of the year
tonight, Friday the 6th. at 8:00.
For those not familiar with this
joUy bunch. Don't Throw Shoes is
Wooster'sveryownccfnedy-impro- v
group. Now into their sixth year.
Shoes mixes hnprovroutines (which
include audience rjartkapation) with
skits. Currently, Shoes consists of
seven members, one of whom, jun-
ior David Hershorn, is an inactive
member as be is reportedly on a
sabbatical.
Of the active members however,
thereare three seniors. Adam Harry
Rose ban English major and claims
thatSuperman U the person helooks
up to, which be announces as he
sports a Superman T-sh- irt. Karen
Louis is a Theater major doing an
improv Independent Study project.
While Lousi was not available to
take questions, her fellow Shoes
players did add that some ofLonis's
hobbies include catching fire with
her mc eating tree barkand surf-
ing at ShrevcLake. Lastly, is par-port- ed
dance major Pearson
Qimmingy, whom the Shoes clan
Gives Recital
Becker is combining pieces such as
Stress andRachmaninoff s,notnso-aD- y
meant for bassuoiiiboncs, to cre-a- te
a unique recitaL Wilders piece,
trartitinnally meant for the trombone,
wffladdtoaprogramboundtoexpand
Becker's lepertoire. - :
AsweUasgrvingtheperfonnance, ;
Becker will be giving lessons to
someof the trornbooe students at the
college. The students are very en-
thusiastic
:
abootrecerving this chance
to study with Becker. -
Bccker'spast experiences include
being named to the second trom-bo- ne
position of the Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra in 1989. He has
also performed with the Chicago
Symphony during its regular season
and at the Ravina Festival During
the past summer, he held a position
with the Grant Park Symphony in
Chicago. In 1987, be was principal
?:tRM)va wttrme Savannah Svm- --
"phony Grchestra and the Savannah
Symphony Brass Quintet He is an
active sotoiecitalist and gives master
classes throughout Hawaii and at to- -'
caticxismthecootinerjtalUnited States.
The concert, which is free and
ODCntOmeDUDUCWUiDezmK
o.m.vtn the Gault Recital Hall oftr.nxiijntJtQhcrscllinghasoqltothe.
affectionately refers to as "Colonel
'Potter": Cummings revealed to the
Voice mat be was offered the star- -'
ring role in last year's hit film
"Tommy Boy", but decided against
taking it. Cummings also com-
mented that he is now a member of
The College of Wooster faculty as
well.
The three remaining members of
Don't Throw Shoes arejunior Justin
Mil gram and sophomores Anthony
Williams and Travis Morgan.
Milgram professes that he is a ;
Women's Studies major and is,
known as the Stock Broker. "I rec-
ommend cctnpanieswim prettyco-
lon m their logos," he states.- -
Wmiams is said to be the clown
prince of the gioup and submits that
his favorite number is forty. As for
the 6'5"Psychology majorMorgan,
he is the alleged playboy and jet-sett- er
of the group and is currently
looking fora 52" female. "The two
youngest members are the funni-
est," declares Williams.
The Shoes also brought to the
attention of the Voice that they were
seven of the twelve jurors on the
OJ. Simpson case and have just
returned from LA. Plans are in the
works, too, for the Shoes members
to star in OJ. The Movie, with .
Milgram as Judge Ito, Rose as
She's all
5 FILM REVTEW--
KOXKIANGOH
: When we realized thatwe're tobe
'offended, do we choose to be be--;
mused?Thatisthequestkwekeep
asking ourselves throughout
S&wgir&, the overhyped, under- -.
charged skinfest from director Paul-?- .
Verhoevenand writer JoeEsrterhas.
The team which brought us Bade;
Instinct hopes to have created the '
quintessential adult movie, but fails
either to titillate our more primal
senses or to provoke our rage.
Showgirls follows Nomi (Eliza-
beth Berklee) on her quest to be-co- me
astar Las Vegas dancer.Nomi '
brings with her a sordid, regretted
past, and a dream ofbeing the most
fabulous, revered, desired of them
alL Reality catches up once more, ;
and she finds herself working die
Uieetaa uuDasa straner ana tap
. dancer. Quickly graduating to me
gUtz and glamour of the Goddess
sbow.after catching the eyeofGod-
dess star Cbristal (Gina Gershon)
and performing for or, rather, se-
rvicingits art director Zack (Kyle
MacLachlan). she besins what
-- eilyofLas Veasdance. Alongthe
the Shoes
old fr begm newyear
Marcia Clark and Cummings as F.
Lee Bailey. - " - r
This year in the Don't Throw
Shoes shows audiences can expect
to see more campus-orie- nt od humor
and more recurring characters in the
skits. AM the Shoes members, how-
ever, wanted to make; it cleat that
there will be no skits ' regarding
Suzanne Woods. "Something may
slip out in the improv' though,"
warned Cummings.- - r,:
; On a similar note, Cummings
urged audience members toTeave
their baggage at the door" and to
keep in mind mat their comedy is
purely satirical. -
1
"Satire 1s the key word here,"
ecboedRose. - ; . . -
r'tThrowShoeswfflhavetheir
first audition on Tuesday, October
10th at 9KX) in Lean Lecture Room
and urge those who want to audition
tobringajoke. The Shoes usually
hold hour-lon- g rehearsals nightly.
After tonight's show, more Don't
Throw Shoes performances win be
soon to follow, the next show now
scheduled for Parent's Weekend.
But don't miss this opportunity to
see their first m the 95-'9- 6 school;
"year. Don't Throw Shoes win take
the stage promptly at 8KXT. Dona- -'
b'ons are welcome. :
pelcthrusr'
: way; we see Nomi shoving Christal
S down a flight of steps in jealous
ragetomi findmgroommateMoIlie
(Gina Ravera) raped byasex-Cend-is- h,
Michael Bolton-lik- e rock star,
and Nomi exacting what we assume
- io be an appropriately ' sex based
'I revenge on said rock star. .
; Good girl turns bad. turns good,
F turns deadly. The formula is there;
but whatofthe film? Barring unrea-- 7
sonable ignorance on the part of the
- audience, no one will be watching
the movie to experience cinematic
piofunairy.Theactmgisexpectedly
- shallow, emoting being reduced to
that of Joy, lust, and anger, an in a
trying naiveti. MacLachlan brings
certain credibility to the film but
seems overwhelmed by the sheer
debauchery around him and conse-
quently loses it Eszterhas script is
dodgy even by the loosest Holly- -
vAod standards. While attempting
"to portray me seedy underbelly and
c ostentatious facades of the city and
its characters, be lapses into gross
caricature. Nomi in particular goes
--; about her tryst with almost laugh-
able sincerity, especially when she
dodges a come on with a lame "You
can f k me when you love me."
1; T3Bt critical excellence was surely
never the point. Showgirls is calcu
Poet Gives Reading
Terese Svoboda describes Sudanese war
NICOLE COWARD
"A civil war conducted through .
starvation." This was bow Terese
Svoboda described the civil war that
was raging in the Sudan's Upper
Nile Province. Her experiences dur-
ing that time were the basis for po-
etry in her collection Mere Mortals
and her novel Cannibal, from which
she read Tuesday night in Lowry.
119,- - r'L ,
":The civil war Svoboda alluded to
had left "no children under the age
of five living..They had all starved .
to death." With this introduction,
Svoboda began reading wann-u- p .
poems" from Mere Mortals. The
first one was called "Donkey." "...
Our caravan, though notcamel, pro-
ceeds toward thesun, as if itwere an
oasis.. .-- --We're .thankful when
women rail the truck with sticks,
creating an ambiance of foreign-nes- s.
And when their men pass with
an armload ofcorpse, we upend our
knapsacks; we take pictures. For
this, the women put down their
sticks. As we grind on, the funeral
falls behind..--
"
Her next poem, called "Sudanese
Civil Sonnet," began with the fol-
lowing epigram from the New York
Timer. "Twelve thousand Sudanese
boys walked across 600 miles to
Kenya and back again when no one
lating, a concoction of all which
could insult in a deliberately anti-p- x.
manner. But nudity, arbitrary
and careless, quickly becomes dull,
and, in the course of the film, hack-
neyed Sexist jokes targeting plastic
surgery and menstruation are more
tedious than anything else. When it
comes to sex and violence, tradi-
tional bastions of revolt. Showgirls
shies away. Aside from a splashy,
bresthtaktagry acrobatic pool scene,
sex is clothed, hidden, unrequited.
Violence seems thrown in, like they
knew it had to be there but didn't
know how to handle it. When MoDy
is raped, and when Nomi wrests her
revenge, two pivotal points of vio-
lence in the film, the camera turns
away in moments of uncharacteris-
tic prudence.
Oddly, in a film which deals with
a subject undoubtedly demeaning to
them, women come off "alright," if
not exactly empowered. While the
showgirls universally demonstrate
a somewhat unreal obsession, a
starry-eye- d fascination, with top-
less dancing, the men are weak, gull-
ible, victims of their own insatiable
lust. It is appropriate that the inter--
, actk between dancer aiKi audience
please see SHOWGIRLS, page 12
offered refuge." "The bones scat-
tered, .not as impressively as the
elephants', unless you call ita deco-
rative statement Lots of smashed
thousands for color and texture. Lots
of texture, especially where the
bones congregate with smaller sets.
Why, these bones could be theirs!
So white, so strong, so clean."
Svoboda continued with read-
ings from the book Cannibal. She
.
said, "Someone said that I should
just read the 'horrible parts. So I
think I'll read the horrible parts!
People seem to like them best." The
first narrative was that of crossing a
river, which may or may not have
crocodiles, with a man whom
.
throughout the book she refers to
only as The man I am with." The
man who walks m front of me wears
a map on his back that's the way we
are going, that is, the hummock and
plain all scratched out in some de-
sign of scar across his back. On his
front, where his face starts just over
the brow, six straight scars run
like that's where you'd tear here to
get inside. Clear to the bone; that
shows he'sjust as tough as a woman
who gives birth. It's a map ofwhere
he's been, not where we're going.
At least, not me: for men only. The
man I'm with has only this hole in
'
.
. : please see POET, page 12
Page 12
Poet
cmulmiftd front page 11
faislscndtowiggkaoewsdicas!.
Eves then yoo 4w the line, not cat it.
with this bone-da- p s&ting Ac wiy I
do at birth. I don't even think: about
birth, batkeep my eye on tie rise and
fan of thai man's t" and themap as ho waUx TaSdng is hard,
bat the map is good."
The second narrative was about
"what it's Eke to visit someone with
12 wives." I want this man, tibia
one with the stamp.
-
Maybe it is the
cihepape Maybe, becarael
Eke paper. I like baa. The fcefi&g is
strong Did I want the man who has
my color? Or ihedn one flat mea-saredorjaekEkeda3!7Ias- oEkehts
eyes, brown and round and at a slant.
Botnoticoyeflowia mewhites, where
rhey show a person's fflness. I am
running my own eyes all around, all
over bun. It is act a maoer of color.
rmwalkkigMctetolbemanas
I can. Tm even tbmkmf about how I
can fet rid of me man I am win. and
have fee fcod joat with Urn. It is so
hard to even make a picture of tint in
Save
on
25
Now its easy to meet both your daily nutritional requirements and your college
computing requirements without btawing your me student budget Because
Macintosh computers are on sale. So now you can aD the hardware, software
and accessories you need to improve your GPA, surf the Net, maybe even have
Arm ammmm mmmmma T7 r"
M iocms w mm mmm m tMmmg
Tra Wnnorflt Voice'Arts a Entectainmen-- t
my bead tiatl smile. -What does he
have that he needs such a fence? --. 1
have an my wives on a schedule. he
fays. For a moment all the women
foshathmFaramomentallofihem
love bmLThey aQran to touch mm, to
fed bis fips and hand- s- and I am
going to be one of diem, not lespon-sibl-e
for what I am going to be (king
with my Bps and hands. ItbEkeapop
star, I think. aQ Ihese women coming
toward bim
Acprtkn-andnswersessoafb-l-
towel.wfaereSvoboda keofknow-in-g
that wcitsVioald never be pub-lished.'Tothequestkx'liow- doyoa
go aboat publishing something that
will never be publihrdT. Svoboda
answered. Yoa just believe in k. If
yon befieve in it, eventually aomeone
wiS pubash what yon have written.
Canmbat is Svoboda's first novel.
Last year she won both the GLCA
New Wrfter'B Award farFiction, and
the 1994 Elmer Boost Award for
Emerging Writers. She has also writ-te-a
three books of poetry All
AlxnrimJmtMHtAfrioaBdMere
Afr-abcrir- ,cf African song
translations called Cleans the
CrocoaVe'sTeeth.
Showgirls
contmned from page 11
should be one of aggression, that
erooaOTihouM be tinged with hos-
tility, for isn't thU how men would
view aex for which they are paying
(what's so sexy about that?); and
how women would react to their
as commodity? But here, the
women, at least Norm, ultimately
find redemption.
Verhoeven and Eizterbas on
record, at least-e-ant this to be
formidable push Cor mass market
gyfpta'fiflan,iiiiifrTa't,1'ntw
for the NC-17rati- ng. There arebrief
moments of comic frivolity which
only comes from such irreverence:
"She's an pelvic throst," gnshes a
trainer ofNomi's dancing qualities,
a complement apparently. But these
are scarce, and more often than not
mmf" to vulgar camp. Finally,
the elm dissolves, a diluted mess of
neon, sleaze, and bad lines. We're
not offended enough, scarcely en-
tertained, and hardly aroused.
Showgirls is a cheap and unsatisfy
ing ride.
0 franks
a Macintosh,
For further information contact
The Computer Sales Office
201 Taylor Hall, x2252
r -
y " - '
fun. And still haw money (or a dog. If you qualify for an Apple Computer ton,
you could take home a Mac" for a buck or two a day. Tfou won't even makeF
a pavment for 90 days: Visa your authorized AtmlPVV
Arrf a real taste of rxrra Trie power to be your best." XlLpit
,
- i . ---M- dt summitMnz aaznoou iwnrruto.
aU ayJ Irwn kaantosk nd The pomtr Id be
Spend some One wiih SAB tfds
weekend!!
FRIDAY, OCTOBER eThe
Distractions help . close
Substance Abuse Awareness
Weekjoin them in the
Underground for great music
and dancing starting at 1WX)
P.M. Admission is $.75. -
SATURDAY, OCTOBER
7At 7:30 and 10:00 PAL,
make time to see. Reservoir
Dogs, showing in Mateer!!
Admission is just $1!
SUNDAY, OCTOB ER S'fhe
classic flick Born Free will be
shown at the usual time (that's
750 P3t) in Mateer for the
usual price (that's FREE!!)!!
it
8 MB
)
8 MB
your best w rtfftsm maaemn 07 Affm
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TUESDAY, --OCTOEBR
Take a study break for
Heathers, one of the greatest
cub classics about one girl's
high school experience! The
video will be shown in the
Undergn3undat9X)Pl.and
it won't cost you a thing!
Also.Jree Strange Days-pos- ter
win be given to all
movie-goers-!!
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
ID-J-
oin SAB as we welcome,
ESen Gootblatt. who win be
speaking about "Meeting.
Matsig.Dacing.andRelating.''
This relationships expert has
aorne great ideas foryou! Don't
belated happens in Mateerat
7JO PAH!
reai4CO
RAM 1000 MB hmi, Pop K 603
pnaactrmtlmdCD-ftaM- ,
&aJurmuKx,hytxmd,mammi
aStrnKfiwrntyatnUkdylonmL
rasewco
RAM500 MB bard (kim, CDH0UA,
tfabrmontor, keyboard, mom andAim
Kfitmtyoi&ihketflotmd.
Color StytoWritoK 2400
wCardShop
McarlridgiendcabUindtided.
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High Contrast Amongst Blacksheep
SheepPummel
Denison- - GO 24)
GARY VICK
DARWIN KEITH-LUCA- S
The Football team was not the only team to
play Denison for Homecoming. On Saturday
afternoon Blacksheep Rugby played the
Denison Big RedRugby Club at the OARDC
In typical Denison Rugby fashion, they
were an hour late because they were all out
drinking the night before. To counter this, the
women played before the men against a tough
John Carroll squad. Unlike die Sheep's first
victory, the women did not have ai much
success losing to Carroll in the first game.
Then the Sheep took the field a little later than
expected. Kickoff was then around 230. The
Sheep cameout strong in the first few minutes
with a try by Jay Tabor' Chace. The Sheep
followed that up with a score by Spencer
Harman96 and thenabeautiful tryby rookie,
Lee Jameson '99. Lee, younger brother of
Geoff, had his second strong and impressive
game in w many weeks. .His start was doubt- -
ful before ihe game due to-- niMi-wiulelfe- -
Todd Graham Lewis
Editor in Chief
Women's Rugby Left withAchy-Break-y Heart
KALIMADRGA
Women's Blacksheep Rugby had their
second game of the season on Saturday,
September 30th at the OARDC against
John Carroll. The women played a strong
game despite having to play two players
down from the opposing team.'
.
In the first half of the game the women
had to adjusted to the new positions they
were forced to play in. The women played
well, despite many of the high tackles and
penalties made by John Carroll. John
Carroll managed to score four tiroes in this
Dan Herr 97. Much like Lee, Dan turned in
nis second powerful game, in as many weeks,
helping to make the Sheep line quick, strong,'
and unbeatable. The scrum was a little shaken
due to Mark Webe's injury me previous week.
Further dents to the scrum included starting'
nmn Tkhn' xuhn hndiin in hired Shoulder
wring; nowcvcr. py gnrocamcoc wgsroauy iu stuck in Hveeia with an illness. Reeardlessof
go. As all three conversions were missed, the
sneep closed the first half with a 15--0 lead.
The second half was much the same as the
first. Additional tries were scoredby Spencer
Harman and Tabor' along withatry by rookie
i
.EDITOR'S
NOTE
The Wooter Voice
will not be published next
week so as to acelerate the
arrival of Fall Break for the
Voice staff.
The Voice will resume
publication on the Friday
following Fall Break,
20'October 1995.
Readers should look for-
ward to several improve-men- ts
in the Voice upon
returning, and should,
above all, have a happy and
safe break.
the shuffling, the Sheep scrum did not look
bad, as the game was never really close.
Denison came back with a drop goal, prevent-
ing a shutout. The final score. 32-- 3.
half bringing the score to 21 - 0
In the second half the women pulled
together and played one of the best halves
this season, with more complete tackles
andoffensive movement The women held
-
JohntWoUdefensivdybnlybeingscored
upon once. Although the Blacksheep were
'.' unable to score they showed improvement
front then; first game against Kenyon the
Saturday before. -
- :
The final score was 26 - 0. This week-
end the Blacksheep Rugby teams travel to
Muskingum to play a tri-mat- ch with
Muskingum and Ohio Wesleyan. .
-- IjTJut pots me Sheep at 2-- 0. This weekend
they travel toMuskingum for a tri-mat- ch with
Myskingum and Ohio Wesleyan. Muskingum
should put upa fight that should be overcome;
however, the Wesleyan squad should prove to
be ihj? focood major Sheep challenge of the
year.' TheBattfing Bishops always give thejheepargaroe;ho
ofdie past are ofno comparison to the present
squad which takes the field every week. Vic-
tories over both teams will ensure a spot in
Ohio's small college playoffs on November
4th.
4.
BBt ft
Washington at Stanford
Missouri at Nebraska
Florida at Auburn '
Tennessee at Alabama "JY
Ohio State at Wisconsin
Michigan State at Illinois
Oklahoma at Texas
Arizona at UCLA
Kansas St at Oklahoma St
Eastern Michigan at Syracuse
NAME-- .
Week6
CIRCLE YOUR CHOICES
EXTENSION:
Beat the Experts
Week 4Analysis
In week 4, the Experts hit rock bottom.
Although Peter James, John Finn, and Luke
Zannoni all posted 12--8 records while Todd
Lewis went 9-- 1 1, only one person of the five
contestants was unable to beat the Experts.
Nick Donatelli picked up the Expert Point by
beating all contestants with his 14-- 6 record
and closer score prediction than Mackie
. Feierstein who also went 14-- 6. Donatelli now
' posesses 2 Expert Points to take a one point
lead over Mike Malmon-Ber- g and Todd Ur-
ban. Malmon-Ber- g and Jamie Luce both
picked up 13-- 7 records to Jbe given entries,
,
along with Donatelli and Feierstein, in the
sweepstakes drawing. Remember, the con-
testant with the most Expert Points and one
person from among the sweepstakes entries
will each be awarded a yet to be determined
prize at the end of the season. Finn and
Zannoni are still tied with overall records of
56-2-3 with James just behind at 55-2- 4. Lewis
continues to struggle with an overall record of
,41-3-3. ... .
Week5 entries were available in last week's
Voice and are due by tomorrow at 12 noon in
the Voice drop box next to the mailroom.
Week 6 entries can be found in this issue and
are due by October 14 at 12 noon.
Seattle at Buffalo
New England at Kansas City
Philadelphia at New York Giants
Detroit at Green Bay
San Francisco at Indianapolis
Miami at New Orleans
New York Jets at Carolina
Washington at Arizona
Dallas at San Diego
Oakland at Denver
TIEBREAKER: Predict the score of the following game.
Woosten.
Case Reserve:
BOX:.
Please place entries in the Voice drop box by 12 noon, Sat Oct. 14. J
Page 14
Big Red
continued from page 16
ended when Amstntz came op
with a huge interception after
Denison had advanced to the
Wooster 20 yard line. Defensive
play characterized the second half
with sacks by Mike Noble 98,Legg
and Tun Hallett 96. Bat Coach
Jim Barnes felt the game was
within Wooster! grasp and that
Deaisoa was saorc Ekery to lose ft
theatowiatt. On Denison's last
drive, Cotvin connected wia Ben
Full imp for37 yards withAmstnta
bringing him down. The defense
held on the next three plays setting
ap a 37 yard Geld goal attempt by
Jackson with less than a minute to
play. Amstotz once again came op
big blocking the field goal while Sly
Slaughter 97 recovered the balL
The rest was acadesak as the Scots
dowaed the bafl to seal the victory
10--7.
Defense won the game for the
Fighting Scots. Amstutz was named
NCACdefensive playerof the week
after he finished with two intercep-
tions, one fumble recovery, and a
blocked field goal, all huge plays to
kill Denison scoringefaances. Cowff
Jim Barnes commented. T would
sty that we played very good de-
fense this week. We controlled
Denison, I don't think we domi-
nated them, la terms of big plays,
we were near greaLfrom Scott's --
interceptions to the caused fumble.
In bigplay areas we were neargreat,
overall we were very good." Slaugh-
ter, Legg. Lare, and Lake also all
contributed to control the Denison
attack.
Offensively the Scots straggled
in key areas. Foot times the Scots
were within the Denison 20 yard
line and only came away with three
No Blues Here
Women's CC gives runs around the competition
JULIE HECK
The women's cross country team
chalked up another successful meet
when they traveled to Denison last
Saturday. They had no problem
handling the team from CapitoL
beating them with a perfect score of
15 to50. Denison, strangely enough,
did not field a full team for their
home meet.
The team performed wen in this
low key atmosphere. Only two
Denison runners were able to
squeeze their way into the top nine
spots. Emily Gorka 99 and Julie
Heck 97 placed first (21:13) and
second (21:14), respectively. After
Denison's two, Wooster runners
swept places five through nine :
Juniors Michelle Poole (219),
Mofly Mm (22. Leslie Crossley
(2239LandMeganMcCabe(2233)
took fifth through eighth, and sopho--
i 1 -f-c-rgy
1' l'mJ0mII t Fa. fVsfr' ... .... .
photo by LUCXEN HOLMES
Scott Amstntz t7, NCAC defensive player of the week, tries to
block a Denison punt
points. Theother three drives ended
in a missed field goal, a blocked
field goal, and an interception. The
failure to score from less than five
yards out was ofconcern to Barnes.
"We're trying to come to terms with
the realization that it is difficult for
us tojust rxwer the football over the-
gcal line like some great programs
have the advantage of doing. We
tried in those situations inside the
five both times to run the football
in and I think we lack the physical
strength to do that on a consistent
basis. Looking at ourgoal line pack-
age, in retrospect, we feel that it
wasn't as sharp as it should have
been. I think h u a combination of
lack ofphysical strength to power it
ia and do the things that come offof
mat like some play action faking,
etc"
Barnes added, "I think it was an
upset win for us. Denison has had a .
program in place they've been run--,
ning the sameattack offensively and ,
defensivelyforthreeandahalf years
more Beth Shell (23:02) finished
ninth. RccndingoutWooster'spack
:
were Aryssa Morse 97 in 12th,
Elizabeth Wiemeb 98 in 13 th, Vir-
ginia Osgood 98 in 16th. Denise
Bertsch99m 18th, and Meg Panek
97 in 20th.
With junior EQen Freeman, usu-
ally among Wooster's top five, re-
covering from a minor injury,
Crossley stepped forward to fiU the
fifth spot. She commented. "It was
a great race on a hilly, wooded trail,
through meadows, and over a
wooden bridge a true cross coun-
try course. The team had a lot of
fun. Werockedl"
The team's next race is the huge
AU Ohio Championships at Ohio
Wesleyan next Friday. The meet
includes 36 teams from across the
state. The women, with a record
now of 20-1-- 1, seem ready to meet
the challenge.
The Wooster Voice Sports
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or whatever the case may be. I think
on the whole they are a lisle more
mature team Barnes focused on
challenging Denison to hurt them
offensively while relying on the
Fighting Scots advantage on special
teams. In the end itworked. As part
of the celebration the 'pipers and- -
plaven smaJtaneoosry sainted each
other. 'Added Barnes, 'TXfrcoach-- '
- ing staff likes the pipers playing a
lot and I believe our players like it a
lot. We are looking to establish
something unique about us here.
The pipers certainly are unique.
Frankly, I think-i- t pumps up our
team. Iamgoing totalktoNaucUkl)
Dinner about having pipers with nsi
all the time."
This week the Scots face
Wittenberg,who are undefeated this
season defeating NCAC power-
house Allegheny 3 1-- 17. TheTigers
..defeatedWposter last year6&0 and. :
.this year the Scottface another tough,,.,
challenge.- - Barnes believes Jhat the
Fighting Scots can "realistically, go
The Sun'tt Come Out Tomorrow
Women's FieldHockey loses, rained out
KUNAL SINGH
' The College ofWooster women's
field hockey team was beaten 2--0 by
Wittenburg on Saturday. Playing
away from home, the --5000 went
down early when Anna Bijleveld
put Wittenburg ahead just 930 into
the first period. The Scots were able
to contain the steady onslaught of
Wittenburg for the remainderof the
period. However, the opposing of-
fense again found a hole in the Scot
defense when Amy Kraus scored
with just 15.-0-4 left in the game.
The Scots were clearly ourplayed in
this game, having only 11 shoes in
theentire match to Wittenburg's 25.
In fact, the Scots did very well to
bold the Tigers to just two goals.
The Scots wasted 6 penalty comer ,
opportunities. Theircon version rate
thisseason has been one ofthe nega-
tive aspects. Winenburg had 7pen-
alty comers. Susannah Sprong 97
h-i- n and upset them. There Is no
La a! M. 1 I Vhwomjim UKj arc innw ui ir...i
' told oar players don't get oa the
bos anless they're going there ex-
pecting to win, Is it a huge chal-
lenge? Yes, k is. The only way
upsets come about is if you believe,
you just don't fall into them.
Football
Statistics
Mm 7 0 0 07
WoHMr 0 7 3 010
MQmw
DEN-B- U 1 m(Micta kick), 32
WOO-Eb- v 19 mm (Mat kfcal 3:56
TfcMQmrtar
WOO-T-O Uiy33J:29
- J
woo DCf
Hntdowa - 10 17
Wwhwyrti 43149 - 7772 -
'Conp-A- a ' 12-1S-
-1 1S-40- -2
FM 7-3-6.6 9--33 V"
Panhhefa 3--3 3--3
PmMm ywda .
.
.
4--30 3--1 1Tif 1hii Mil 31:44 216
Foottwtt.,. ;
Lob, aozsM 9diStiffSp iq
l)Wluanfaf "fOO 4 0.0
ObioWetteTM 2 0 0 2 2 0 '
3)AOefkqr 2 10 3 10
WtoMt 2 1 0 2 2 0
5)Eadhi 1 1 0 2 2 0
Korea 111 121
7)Deaoa 0 2 1 0 4 1
S)CWXU 0 2 0 0 4 0
Doerta - srArt.Oi'it 0-CaawNAClEkurl- OV91
'.
aaBaHBHi'.- -
did weU for the Scots stopping 9 of
11 behind die net. Her counterpart
made all 6 saves for Wittenburg. It
was an impressive performance by .
the Wins who improved their sea-
son record to 12--0. Considering
that the Scots should feel reason-
ably satisfied by their performance.
Their record stands at 3-4--2 for the
season. Last night's game against
Oberiin was rained out. The next
game for the Lady Scots is tomor-
row atEarlham.
Field Hockey
NCAC Owrdl
WL T WL T
DWkscabers 8 0 0 12 0 0
2) 0faioWeleyM 6 1 0 7 2 0
3) DnM 3 3 0 3 6 0
4) Wooaur 2 3 0 3 4 2
5) Kaayoa 2 3 0.5 7 06) ObcriiB 16 0 19 0
7) Ejfiaa 0 6 0 1 7 0
Conpiled from NCAC nIbm- - 10193
. i'l iJ
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Men's Soccer
continued from page 15 '
98 who had just entered the game.
Woosters final goal game on a
fine dlayofdribbliiigbyLeonard.
Catseau served a through ball to
Leonard who beat his man and
blasted the shot past the Oberiin
keeper.
This game was very physical and
there was plenty of slipping and
sliding. The Oberiin keeper frus-
trated the Scots and kept the score
close withseveral brilliant saves
throughout the game. .The Scots
persevered and came up with the 3--1
victory.
The Wccster Men's Soccer team
ended the week 6--6. The Scots win
be on the road once again this week
as they travel to Ohio Wesleyan for
a crucial conference game on
Wednesday, and then they return
home to face Tiffin on Saturday.
The Scots need continued strong :
offensive phry and need to bind up
the defense to win their remaining
Wo
, NCAC ' Ovmll
WL T WL T
1) WilMb 3 0 10 0 0
2) CWRU 2 0 6 12
2 1 a 3 0
4)Knya : 1 0 6 3 2
5) 1 1 7 4 0
CtuoWMleyaa 1 1 5 4 1
7)Obcdia 0 2 3 7 0
Mcas Socotf
NCAC Ownll
WL T WL T
DOMoWmmtmi 4 0 0 S 1 1
2) Ti lyot 2 0 0 9 1 0
3)Deao 1 0 0 6 4 0
WkUBteft 1 1 0 6 4 1
ObcriiB 1 1 0 4 4 0
J.J.O 3 7 112D 3 5 1
J 0 3 0 5 3 0
0 3 0 4 6 0
Compiled fro NCAC 10U95
Croiss Country ;r
continued from page 15 .
..:
27:36) followed by Josh Baird98 '
(4th. 2839). Philippe Kozub 97 --
(5th. 28:42). Tony Kauke '98(280). AJryn Peterson 99 (9th,
297), Andrew Dawson "99 (10th,
229BrendanMcCabe99(13th,
298). Karl Robillard 98 (18th, 1
303). Jason Fmdley 97 (22nd,
30:54). Aaron Veith '99 (27th.
32:49), and Dave WaOtenhorst '99
(30th.33.-23)-.
.
Coach Rice said "it was great to
have Philippe (Kozub) back after '
not racing for an extended period of
time due to injury." Philippe is a
strong runnerwhocan help the team
accomplish their long tern goals, if
he stays healthy.
This Scots are off this weekencLbut
they win be training hard for the next
two weeks in ordertopreparefbr their
next big race in two weeks at Ohio
Wesleyan, TheAn-OhioChanupio- n- '
ship meet wffl be held on October 13.
October 6, 1995
Womens SoccerBreaks on throughforVictory
Continued firoin page 16
ofl through to victory against
Earlham as they dominaJed the game
throughout both halves and ended
the game with a 2--0 score. The
experienced senior players took
charge andcompleted die twogoals.
Ia the first half. Melia Arnold 96
scored, making this her third goal
this tragon. In the second half,
Arnold successfully crossed the ball
lo Laura Fernbach "96, who com-pkt-ed
the goal
The Lady Scots have demon-strate- d
ttir potential and dessrnuV
nation throughout the first-hal- f of
this season. Arnold, senior captain
tor the Lady Scots, recognizes the
great talent in the young seam and
simply hopes to become more con--si
stent as the season progresses. The
oftensxvo train holds gyflt promise
as A"Cpflfriirft'98hBssticfffdfd
in scoring (bur goals and assisting
four goals. Close, behind .are
AmoU96wimtiiTe goalsand three
: two goals and two assists? Megan"
Mueller 99 with two goals and one
assist. Lisa Kola 98 with two goals
and Julisn-Matheso- n 97 with one
goal and twoassists. Onth&defen-siv-e
front, Kelly Janes 97 has re :
covered from her injury and rejoined
the Lady Scots after a seven game
absence.: Denise Drescher 97 is
conthng hnjual aeggggrjal.jfiaymg in
Men's soccer plays
JOE ALLEN
The men's soccer team' awoke
from a deep offensive slirmber this
past week scoring a total of 8 goals
m three games neariymatdimgthrir
season's previous goal production
of 6. In a surprising roster change,
Wooster head coach Graham Ford
moved John Retzloff 96 out of the
goal and played him ia the field to
increase the team's offensive
strengm anditseems tohave worked.
This increased scoring production
produced 2 wins. On Saturday, the
Scots traveled to NCAC rival
Wktenberg and lost 3-- 2 overtime
decision. The Scott bounced back
on Tuesday when they travelled to
Marietta and came home with a 3--2
victory. The men returned home to
Carl Dak Field on Thursday where
they played Oberlin and won 3-- 1 in
amudfest. - '
uSaturday's game Wittenberg,
the Scots dominated another game
with strong midfield play from Ben
Falcone 96, Neal Hogan 99, and
Eric Zaug? '96, but did not win.
After controlling all aspects of me
game, Wooster allowed Wittenberg
to tie the score with 2:44 remaining
in the game and allowed the win-
ning goal with nine seconds left in
.the firstovertime period. In the end,
the defense just could not hold back
the Wittenberg attack.
77
Women'ssoccer retnrsed to their
Iperfcfmaoce in goal with 68 saves,;
1 3 shutoutsand a J65 goatagainst
average.-- .-
y The Lady Scott victory against
Earlham should create a positive
potofrom which the team can build
as the? face Oberlin tomorrow.
Afihough the Lady Scots defeated!
i Oberlin last year, they have im--
iPongnQrauie season ana
me Jf leios,
tough pi rough weather and scores
p The Wooster offense opened the
game's scoring in theopening ten
mimitrofthefimbalf.Oaacorner
kick taken by Colin Ozanne-96-,
defender Damon Rossi 96 beat his
man and headed the bail past the
keeper into the tow post The Scots
kept the 1- -0 lead tor the rest of the
half with tenacious defense.
Wittenberg's Jeff McDonald
scored onabaU from Matt Lagedahl
with 27:33 left to play in the second
period to open the second half scor-
ing and tie the game 1-- 1. " Bob
Ixonard96brokx the tie three rnin-- --
utes later. On a through ball from
detenderAdamQxnett Leonard
brolx nee and scored the breakaway
goal to put the Scots up 2--1.
Uhf6rinnatdy,Woo8tersdefense
could not contain Wittenberg's
Damon Smith who scored the tying
and winning goals of the game.
Smith scored his first goal of the
game with 2:44 remaining in the
second half to ne the score 2--2.
Smith scored the game-winni- ng goal
with nice seconds left in the first
overtime period after a controver-
sial non-cal- l. On a Wooster clear-
ing pass. Smith played the ball with
his hand and proceeded to shoot the
ball pastWooster keeperPaulElliot
97. . '.
The Scots could not score again
awl pested trie 3-2-kss toWittenberg
to drop 2 games below .500 for the
The Wooster Voice Sports
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pboM by LUOEN HOLMES
whining ways against Kenyon ,
.
should bea.competitive opponenL
--TTe following opponent; ia St.
XMary'avi nationally ranked teanvi
promisingto bea particularly chal-- i.
lengmg test fat the Scots. This --
; corning weekend, the team embarks
on a full slate, contending Oberlin
on Saturday, October 7(1)0). and;
SL Mary's n Sunday. October.7-;- .
umi us jAuij
M "1
ringing in
However. Wooster roared
back Tuesday to post a 3--2 win in '
the rain and the mud of Marietta.' '
- Thu victory was a great gameby
Wooster despite the physicality of
'Marietta, The Scots played well
producing many opportunities to
score and they did manage to score --
three goals, a season high for one
game. These opportunities were
created by a very tenacious team
effort especially by John Retzloff
96. Retzloff played with great in- -;
tensity aiidfcn the Marietta play-- --
en tocommiterrors which Wooster
transformed into scoring opportu-
nities.
.
Retztoff opened the scoring 626
into the first half. On a through ball
from Erik Zangg '96, Kaminskas,
the Marietta keeper, came out to'
play the ball. Retzloff and
Kaminskas collided, but not before
Retzloff flicked the ball past him to
put Wooster ahead 1-- 0.
Marietta scored three minutes
later on an unassisted goal by Roy
Munk, but then both teams did not
score until the 39:42 mark when
Zauggscored abeautiful goal. Brad
Pierce '99 crossed the ball and
Zaugg volleyed the ball out of the
air and put the ball in the upper
cornerof the net totaeak the tie and
put Wooster up 2-- 1 going into half-tim- e.
Wooster increased its lead imme
EYE OF
THE TIGER
Men's CC Climbs the
Steps to Victory
DAVE WALKENHORST
Last Saturday's meet at Denison
was probably the. best team perfor-
mance yet this year for the men's
Cross Country team. The Scots
tookfirstplace in the meet defeating
Denison.Capital.and Kenyon, while
scoring a mere 26 points. Because
the Denison and Wooster Cross
Country meet is traditionally such a ,
Dig rivahy, Coach Rice thought"the
meet was a very important win for
us, and it boosted our confidence
coining into the AO-Ohi- o Champi-
onships, and later, the NCAC Con-
ference Championships." "It was
one of the better team races we've
hadinalong time. What we need to
do now is tp carry the enthusiasm''
: we had in the Denison meet over i
into the next couple of weeks, so
thatwecanhaveagreatfirtishtoour'
.
. In Saturday's 8000 meter (5 mile)
race; Willie Drexkr 97 finished
first for theScots (2nd place overall,
. please see CROSS COUNTRY,
" A
the Main7f
diately m the second half wim a goal :
by Ryan Catteau 98 forty-fiv- e sec--.
onds into the half. Neal Hogan 99
played a ball through and Catteao
put the baU past the charging keeper
to increase Woosters lead to 3-- 1.
Wooster held the lead for the rest of
the game,but enaVd upallowing one
goal 12:13 into, the half. Marietta's
Gecfge Threat scored onarass from
Frank Cunmelli and put Marietta
one goal closer. However, the Scot
defenseheld true ami the ganieerided
with the Scot's 3--2 victory.
On Thursday, the Scots returned
home toplay the Yeomen ofOberlin
atCarl Dale Field in the mud, wind,
and rain. The Scots weathered the
storm and defeated Oberlin 3-- 1.
Despite numerous opportunities,
the Scots could not score in the first,
Oberlin went into halftime with a 1- -0
lead which they tallied late in the
half on a corner kick.
Wooster came back like an offen-
sive hurricane in the second half.
Adam Comett '98 stole the ball after
abotched Oberlin clear. He dribbled
for about S yards and unleashed a
powerful shot that went skidding
into the right lower corner.
The second goal came a few min--
'uteslater.MikeSesteli'99,wbohad
a fabulous game, crossed the ball
andit was beaded inby Brian Hansen
please see SOCCER, page 14
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This
Week's
Scores
Football (2--2, NCAC 2--1)
Wooster 10, Denison 7
Men's Soccer (6--6. NCAC 1-- 3)
Wittenberg 3. Wooster 2 (OT)
Wooster 3, Marietta 2
Wooster 3, Oberlin 1
Women's Soccer (7-4-- 1,
NCAC 1-- 3)
Kenyon 1, Wooster 0
Wooster 2, Earlham 0
:
Volleyball (12-1- 3. NCAC 00)
-
. -
"
Wooster def Malone'S-- 3 '.
Wooster def Hiram 3--1
Field Hockey (3-4-- 2. NCAC.
2-- 3)
Wittenberg 2, Wooster 0
Oberlin at Wooster ppd. rain
Crosscountry
At Denison:
Men: First out of four
Women: First out of three
Men's Blacksheep RFC (20)
Blacksheep 32, Denison 3
Women's Blacksheep RFC (0--2)
John Carroll 26. Blacksheep 0
compiled by VOICE STAFF
VoOeytan
NCAC Ovaian
W L W L
AtJegbeny 0 0 24 7
Denison 0 0 15 9
Wktenben 0 0 IS 9
Woofter 0 0 10 13
.
Kenyan 0 0 9 12
FtWin Q 0 6 10
CWRU 0 0 7 13
OtnoWetleyan 0 0 4 12
P ObalM 0 0 2 16
Compiled bam NCAC
10W95
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Win a JLittJle iLoeger -wtita iBIg KedL
Scott Amstutz blocks
LUKEZANNONI
The Hgbting Scots chewed up sod
spitmtfe Big Red ofDenton, 10--7.
daring homecoming last week-
end."- Aa eighty-nin-e yard touch-dowan- m
by Jeff Eber99 gave the
Scots their only touchdown with
Brent Marty "96 adding a field goaL
But the real story of the ball game
was strong defensive play by the
Scots led by Scott Amstutz '97.
Amststz blocked a field goal by
Denisco with less than a minute to
go to preserve the 10--7 win.
Wooster started off strongly in the
first half causing Denison to punr
after three plays. Wooster qnkkJy
rpifirwrf on the good field posi-
tion and marched the ball, to the
Deniaon 12 yard line. - A sack on
third down required the field goal ;
tmit to try for the score,but Marty's
field goal was wide to the left --
Denison failed to move thebafl until
their third possession when Jeremy
Colvia connected with Tony
AntoTM for 32 yards to pot the ball
on theWooster32. Two plays later.
Carrie Zaro 97 bi ipsthcbaBas
1 .
tcr:. --rc- w-Wto berg (A) IO
potential game tieing
Amstotz picked np a fumble ram-bli-ng
22yards before fumbling him-
self. On the next Denises drive,
Amstotz redeemed himself picking
offCcJvmintheendzone. Wooster
could not mustera decent drive and. --
the resulting pant gave Denison de-
cent field position on (he Wooster ,
42. TwopIayslaJerDeaisooscored
as Jason Bell rushed for the touch-
down and Terry Magin added the
extra point lo give Denison a 7-- 0
lead at the end of the first quarter.
In the second quarter, Wooster
mounted a tremendous drive start-
ing at their own 41. Using acombi-natio-n
of pass and rush, Wooster
made it to the Denison 6 yard Erav
where they bad a first and goal
Unfortunately, Wooster could hoc
score, rushing the bail three times ,
before Jodd was stripped on fourth
'down. - Denison ran nine plays to
move the ball to their own 49 when
Bjorn Lake 97 brought down Bell
behind the Bneofscrimmage to force
aDenisonpunt. Wooster then found
themselves on their own 11. yard
line. On their first play.Elser broke--
phaoby KAMUB KAKFDiSXI
Jenny Schroeder 99 looks en
Tim
rata's soccer:
Oct i 1 --Ohio Vr'c :yn (A) 730
p.ra. ,
fkld hockj; - . ;
y
tomorrow-Ea- r Iham (A) 1 pjn. ,
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field goal to seal victory 10--7
I nn3
x
,,Mi fel J: !5 JIM!
.
.-
-. v --.. .v,:'-r- -- --raaowlrWaEMJi-
OIM8S
Jeff Elser !99 e bis way to aa 19 yd. towehdowa rma
MaaHaavHMBHanwHHaMHHawBBBaMHaMMaHHBaaMaMHMHHMBHaaaaai
through the middle of the defense
and went 89 vards for the toocJi- -,
down. Marty came out to add the
extra point to tie the game 7--7 wfth
arx)m six minutes lo go.'Tbe rest of
the fim half saw Denisbft march to
uWcter39,botaliogesackby
we well;
Women's vblUybcM
JAMES KOLLER .
As toe NCAC regular
looms, the Lady Scot volleyball
teamsplsyfapkkingnp.Iadividnal
talent is giving way to team goals
Reasons for this includestroeg lead-
ership by first year coach Carrie
Weygandtandagreaterfocasby die
players. As senkv co-capt- ain Sarah
Robertson patit,e'ie getting bet-
ter and bener every game."' This
eidertJatpaatweek. Wcuatu liajed
of them and was nearly victorious
afkrrarjyingfrcaariiiogaaxdefjcn
miheunnl.Tbjssortof detenaination
.
w3 be needed Ibis week at the team
travels to Winenberg and Kenyon,
and plays Ooer&a at Wittenberg. .
Last weekend. Wooster played
host to Otterbein and Baldwin-Wallac- e.
OoerbeinopeedqukJy,
winning the first two games while
giving Bp a mere seven combined
iJrCOMiNG Vr'r::; m Sports:
wc"cri 5 i.-cct- r;
torr-cxTOw-Obcrli-
n (A) 1 p.n.
Ocu 8-E:j- Lujti (A) 12 pjn.
Jason Legg 98 and a thunderocs
tacUe by Greg Lare 97 quickly
killed the drive.' v
In me secorxl balf,theFigbting Scots
and the Big Red tightened np the
-
- ;V'
Pm see FOOTBALL, pae 14
ROCK
queen ofthe court
points. . But the Scots roared back,
taking the third and fourth games.
only to fall is the fifth game. . The
final was Ooerbeia 15--2. 15--5. 11-13.3- -L5
and 15-1-2. The second
match Was a reversal from the
Ouerbera match., Wooster won the
first two games, only to have
Baldwin-Walla- ce rally to force a
decisive fifth game. la the end.
Paige Sianton'sseason high 19 kills
was too anca for Baldwin-Walla- ce
to overcome, as Wooster held onfor
a 15--5. 15-- 6, 3-1-5, 8-1- 5. and 15--5
win. On Tuesday. Makne ran into
the
,
same fate as Wooster rallied
twice front a game down to record a
five game victory. The game wasa
see-sa-w battle with the Lady Sects
dropping the first game 12-1-5. In
the second game the team flew to a
quick lead and won 15--3. The next
two matches saw a repeat as the
Scoodreppedoneandwonone. In
the decisive last game, the Lady
Scots fended offacrwalmairhpomts
Cc-:rrow-Wj-
-; r.'. :rj (A) 12 p.r.
tcrrKDirow-Obe-rli- ri (A) 1'30 psr.
Oct. lO-Keny- cn (A)
Friday, October 6, 1995
Women's
SodcerPrevails
ERICA FRIEDMAN ;
The Lady Scott soccer team put
last week's disappointments against
Denison and Kenyan behind them
when the defeated Eariham 2-- 0, on
Wednesday V The victory gives the
Lady Scon their first NCAC win
this season bringing their confer- -'
ence record to 1- -3 and their overall
record to 7-4- -1. x
The team has endured an unusual
number ofovertimes in the fast few
--weeks. September 28's game against
Denison ended with no score, lead-
ing loanovertime, daring which the
opponent scored three times. Last
Saturday, die leant was forced into
overtime against Kenyan, despite
the tact that the Lady Scots domi-
nated the majority of the first and
second halves. The Lady Scot's had
many opportunities and attempts on .
goal, Joat none were successful
Kenyon managed to score in th
first five minutes of the overtime,
solidifying their dose victory 1-- 0.
: Wednesday. tbeLadyScottbroke
see WOMEN'S SOCCER.pegel3
YOTU
by Malone to rally for a 16-1- 4 win
much. to. the delight of the tans.
Robertson was key as she hustled to
a team high 32 digs. On Thursday
the Scots played at Hiram. ;
.
Next np for the Lady Scots
leybaD team isagraeling week with-o- ut
a borne game. --They win play
three mommad games before finally
returning home on October 14.'
WinerAerg rnarks the opening of cod-feren- ce
play in die NCAC on Satur-
day, as Wooster will be playing both
conference rivals Wittenberg and
Oberlin. Wooster will travel to
Kenyon next Tuesday. The Lady
Scots have already played Oberlin
and Wooster at non-conferen- ce tour-narnen- ts,
winning both matches.
Last season, Wooster finished
third in the regular season, and this
year the race is wide open. Co-capt- ain
Robertson said their goals
for this season are net as modest as
third. TheU Scots will settle for
nothing Iras than the conference tide.
tztrJ- - - "i - -- s 1 ' ckr'
rfc:
.
. ;
....
'.CsVThGTTC r-f- u. U.:JiM (A)
torrKHTcrv-O- h: a We s ! ; y : 1
